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WHEREAS, the President of th the members of the House of RepreElection of United States
Lauds Works of AdCourage of Sixteen Year
United States did, upon the 22nd day sentatives being as follows:
two
First.
of
The
county
Valencia,
Senators
Old Boy
of August, in the year of our Lord.
jutant General
members.
1911, and of the independence of the
Second. The county of Socorro,
United States of America the 136th, two members.
TO PEOPLE BOUQUET
KRUTTSCHN1TT
FOB 24 HOURS CONFER WITH
FOB ADJ.
COUNTY IS BOOKING STOBM-BACKELOHMI
CHAVES
Third. The county of Bernalillo,
certify to the Governor of the Terrimembers.
three
tory of New Mexico the adoption of a
Fourth.
The county of Santa Fe, Long List of Elective Officers Suggested That Social Festivities
resolution of the Senate and the
Tax Roll Shows Nearly Third of Two Firemen Burned to Death Reduced Hours and Increased joint
House of Representatives of the Unit- two members.
ConcesCause of Nation's Many
Be Held at End of
Are
Scalded
and
On
Among
Dollars
Pay
Increase
Terribly
Million
Fifth. The county of Rio Arriba,
ed States, approved August 21, 1911,
Woes.
sions Wanted.
two
members.
on Lexington.
Since 1919.
Encampment
a copy of which resolution was annexSixth. The county of San Miguel,
ed to the certificate of the President,
(By Special Leased ITrre to New Mexican)
Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wirti t$ jrew Mexican) to the end that said Governor should three members.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes has
Governor Wililam J. Mills has ap- (By Special Leased Wire to New
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 30. The issue his proclamation for the holding
Seventh, The county of Mora, two
Boston, Mass., Aug. 30. An address received a copy of the official report
Charleston, S. C, Aug. 30. To the
S.
of
White
Albuquer
Charles
pointed
by Justice Henry B. Brown, of the made by Lieutenant Young of the U.
courage of Wireless Operator Shees-ley- , heads of the five international unions of the first general election as pro- members.
que, Bernalillo county, a notary pub
Eighth, The county of Colfax, two United States supreme court, retired, s. A , on the Nalionai Glianrs en.
the liner Lex- representing the five crafts engaged vided for in the constitution of New
a
lad,
lic.
on the "New Federal Judicial Code," j
ington's twelve passengers and crew in car shop work are expected to ar- Mexico heretofore adopted, and for members.
campment at Las Vegas, July 18 to 30
Goes to Lakewood.
two was the feature of the general ses-- i
Ninth.
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a
rive
when
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conferlate
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here
electlives.
to
a
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of
their
the
vote
submission
of forty-fouthe
today
There were ,6 officers and 449 men
say
they
evenwill
this
leave
Governor Mills
sion of the American Bar association j present. 3 officers and 173 men ab.
Storm-rackefor 24 hours, her nose ence immediately will be arranged ors of the said territory of the amend- members.
atTenth.
The county of Sandoval, here today, the second of the thirty-- sent- Tho average number of officers
ing for Lakewood, Eddy county to
driven deep in the quicksands oft with Vice President Julius Krutt-schni- ments of the constitution of the said
tend the meeting of the Pecos Velley Huntington Island, with seas dashing
fourth annual convention. Consider- - j attending all drills was 3C and men
in regard to the demands for proposed state, set forth "in the said one member.
Eleventh. The county ofUnion, two able discussion followed reports of S94. The
Press Association.
over her, the Lexington threatened to recognition, reduced hours and in- joint resolution, in accordance with
inspector finds the military
committees on compensation for in- - bearing, physical qualifications,
For the Treasury.
thereof, members.
her human cargo creased pay made by the Federation the terms and conditions
and
break
up
fling
Twelfth.
The county of Torrance,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero to death In the seething waters. It is of Shop Employes of tue Harriman which certificate and Joint resolution
accidents, remedies and pro-,tqUaliflcationB and zeal in perform-pose- d
laws to prevent delay and un- - ance 0 mliiIary dutleg ot bolh amc(.,.
has received the following sums for said the Lexington will be a total loss. lines.
were received by. the Governor of New one member.
Thirteenth. The county of Guada necessary cost to litigation on govern- and men as "very good." The profesthe treasury: Jacobo Chaves, insur But
President Reguin of the federation Mexico on the 26th day of August, A.
Sheesely, the wireless operator,
one member.
ment liens on real estate and on pre- sional qualifications of the officers are
ance commissioner, $154; Land Com'
lupe,
1911:
D.,
on
men
will
insist
the
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says
grantticked
not despair. Persistently he
McKin- - senting to congress bills relating to marked "Good."
The
of
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'
NOW
WILLIAM
I.
THEREFORE,
is
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demands.
of
their
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out his call for help and kept the ter ing
fee In.
ofilev. two members
courts of admiralty.
from abandon- from the Southern Pacific headquar- - J. Mills. Governor of the Territory
Lohman.
Praises
passengers
Fifteenth. The county of Dona Ana
Got the Horse.
Brown Opposes Recall,
here that the reply to the feder-- New Mexico, do hereby proclaim and
ing hope. Finally, the terrific waves
Captain Eugene A. Lohman, the regK
The efficiency of the New Mexico swept the ship and wrecked the wire- atlon s demand made Monday by M order an election to be held in the two members.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 30. In his ad- imental
adjutant, is mentioned as esSixteenth.
The
of
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county
Tueson
said
of
Mexico
New
Brown
Mounted Police was proved again yes- less station on board.
Justice
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bitterly
Territory
be
will
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the
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the
when
day
November,
day
opposed
judges.
terday
Demands an Injustice.
tain Lohman who is stationed at the
r'For a moment, it seemed that hope
Seventeenth.
The county of Otero
which election, except as to the man"The very idea that a Judge could New Mexico
fael Gomez captured a horse which was dashed but Sheesely climbed up
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 30. A circular
Military Institute at Rosone
memBer.
and
stolen
ner
of
be compelled to descend from his well, was
was thought to have been
making returns and canvassing
sta- over the signature of C. E. Fuller, asfixed
a
the
and
with the offvery
rigging
up
hastily
ownand certifying the result thereof, shall
Eighteenth. The county of Chaves. bench and vindicate his right to re- icers and men atpopular and
brought the animal back to its
tion. In imminent danger of his life sistant general manager of the Union be held
camp
especially
members.
manner'
conducted
three
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to
in
and
the
puban
seat
his
tain
appeal
by
er, W. Penquiet who lives near Don from
with the enlisted men because of the
the high wind which threatened Pacific Railway Company, was today
of
MexiNineteenth.
of
The
New
of
the
laws
recourse
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is
county
the
last
bridge.
by
Eddy
political
lic,
Gaspar
courteous manner in which he Into tear him from this seat, and blind- sent to the shop employes of the sys- prescribed
co now in force, at which election of- two members. ,
Admitted to New Mexico.
folly," he said.
tem setting forth the claims of the
them to avoid making misstructed
sent
out
his
ed
the
Sheesely
by
spray,
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full
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government,
county of
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Elections.
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Against
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the
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for
aid.
the
urging
Ariplea
Suddenly,
through
cluding a governor, county officers, velt, one member.
incorporated under the laws of
"The practice of allowing the peoreasons why the pressing of demands members
The
finds the
Twenty-first- .
The county of Luna,
of the state legislature, two
zona and capitalized at $500,000, was storm, he was answered by the rev
themselves to choose their own of the inspector with the equipment
ple
for
concesincreased
and
other
wages
good
one
member.
exception
guard
to
in
be
electadmitted to do business in New Mexi enue cutter Yamacraw, which had sions
congress
officers has been the origin of most of shirts
at this time would be an injus- representatives
and shoes, which, however,
heard his call and came on the way
Twenty-second- .
ed at large from the state, and such
The
co.
county of of our woes.
have not been furnished the guard as
to save the lives of the Lexington's tice.
other officers as the constitution pre- Grant, two members.
Not Admitted.
,
"It may well he doubted whether a there is a
Since 1906, several increases in
Twenty-third- .
tendency foe the men to
The county of Sierra senator chosen
scribes, all more particularly hereina
The Mutual Horticultural Insurance crew and passengers. The twelve
by
legislature may wear these articles on any and all
wages aggregating 15 per cent, have after set forth, shall be chosen by the one member.
a
and
three
steward
negro
passengers,
Iowa,
of
Des
his
state occasions. The
Moines,
not more honestly represent
Association
Twenty-fourtwere been granted shopmen, says the circu- people, the person receiving the highinspection of arms reThe county of San and
which applied for admission has been employes on the Lexington
people than one chosen" by a po- sulted in the note "In
now
Is
that
the
to
adding
good condition."
Yamoffice
company
votes
lar,
member.
one
est
of
here
the
number
for
any
Juan,
early today by
notified by the insurance department brought
litical caucus or a primary and en- A few soldiers,
however, allowed their
Twenty-fifth- .
The county of Quay, dorsed
higher wages than competi- be declared elected thereto.
that they cannot be granted authority acraw, which left the captain and paying
vote."
by popular
tors. A pension system has been esguns to get a little dirty, "but they
And it is hereby specified and de- two members.
men pn board.
to transact business in New Mexico crew of forty-thre- e
Commission Plan Praised.
were promptly cleaned."
the- circular of which clared that the officers to be elected
Twenty-sixth- .
CurThe
of
say
tablished,
to
Two
were
firemen
have
not
county
is
financial
reported
up
as their
standing
He praised the commission plan of
Sanitation and Messing.
been burned to death and a third ter- already many old employes are benefi- - j by the vote of the people of the whole
to that required by law.
r cities One of the
government
Twenty-seventof
claries
almost
The
more
a
a
and
The inspector found sanitation and
counties
lieutenant
many
govready (state are, governor,
ribly scalded when the vessel groundNew Land Office Ruling.
sesof
the general
actions
in fine condition and the
ed. First Officer Chamberlain frac- to avail themselves of its provisions. ernor, a secretary of state, a. state Rio Arriba and Sandoval, one mem- Interesting
Registers and Receivers,
sion was the refusal to condemn the messing
of the ration "Very good."
Business Is Declining.
auditor, a state treasurer, an attorney ber.
preparation
tured his right shoulder.
United States Land Offices.
"third degree" in criminal and
Business has been and is still de- general, a superintendent oT public
Twenty-eighth- .
plenty of rations, too. This of
The counties of
When the captain realized the danGentlemen:
Investigations.
course, is what the men know to be
Under instructions from the De- ger of the liner's breaking 'ap at any clining and the position is taken that instruction, a commissioner of public Torance, Santa Fe and Guadalupe
the exact truth and reflects credit on
of its lands, three justices of the supreme one member.
partment dated September 24, 1910, moment, he' had life preservers strap- the sympathy and
HAVE
TOUCH
TAFT TO
the adjutant general and the territory.
Twenty-ninth- .
The counties of San
employes, instead of antagonism and court of the state, three members of
(39 L. D., 230), it was held that (syl- ped on every passenger.
OF THE REAL FRONTIER.
the state corporation commission, and) Miguel and Guadalupe, one member.
attack are due the company.
Drill and Instruction.
A Philadelphia Lad.!
labus):
two representatives in congress.
Thirtieth. The counties of Lincoln, He Will Review
The inspector found in drill and inCredit for residence will not be alStationed
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 30. Jack
at
Troops
It is further specified that one dis- Otero and Socorro, one member.
struction that close and extended orlowed during the time the land is not Scheetz, the 16 year old boy whose PROSECUTION RESTS IN
Fort Russell on October 4,
one district attorney
It is further specified that the counwas "Good" and marching "Very
der
BE ATT IE MURDER CASE. trict judge and
subject to entry by the person main heroism in sticking to his wireless
at Cheyenne.
shall at said election be chosen for ty officers to be elected in each coungood," making and breaking camp and
taining residence.
telegraph apparatus, saved the lives
:
The above instructions were modi of the passengers and crew of the Had Called Fourteen Witnesses, Most-l-y each judicial district by the qualified ty of the state shall be the same as (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) individual cooking also "Very Good."
electors thereof,' which judicial dis- heretofore provided by the lavs of
Guard Duty.
fled by the Department under date of steamer Lexington is a Philadelphia
Aug. 30. When
, Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Detectives, to Controvert .
tricts are as follows:
the Territory of New Mexico, except- President Taft visits Cheyenne on OcThat the guard duty was good was
May 1, 1911, in the er parte home- lad. This was his first trip on the
One Witness.
of ing the probate clerk, in whose stead
First Dtetrict The counties
stead case of Martha Sullivan, for Lexington though he had made jour
tober 4 he will review the whole num- also discovered by the inspector (as
Santa
Fe., Rio Arriba and San Juan. a (iv'nty clerk is to Te elected, and
Martha
on
(unpublished),
Feigum,
with
other
vessels
merly
ber of soldiers stationed at Fort Rus- also by the men who woke up in the
neys
equipped
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Special
(By
Second District. The counties of are, three county commissioners,
a
Lemmon series 020673, wherein it was wireless.'
Chesterfield Court House, Va., Aug.
sell, who will march before a review- guard house after each violation.)
and Sandoval.
probate judge, a county clerk, a sher- ing stand occupied by the presidenial
held that the instructions of Septem30. The prosecution rested its case at Bernalillo, McKinley
General Comments.
of
counties
Third
District.
The.
an
considered
school
a
a
iff,
treasurer,
assessor,
ber 24, 1910, should not be
noon today against Henry Clay Beat- This was determined last night
Concluding the Inspector saysj
PASSENGERS HAVE NARROW
party.
Tor-Dona
and
Lincoln
j
Ana, Otero,
superintendent, and a county survey- when Senator Warren, Supreme Jusretroactive so as to defeat proof
"This organization (First Regiment,
ESCAPE FROM DEATH. tie, Jr., under Indictment for the mur- rance.
commissioners ofi tice Van de Vanter and the directors National Guard, New Mexico) has the
0r. The county
which was offered and accepted in
der of his wife and the defense began
n
Fourth District. The counties of each county shall, as provided by
accordance with the practice thereto- Hocking Valley Train Jumps Track the introduction of its witnesses.
of the Industrial Club, who met and personal attention of the adjutant genMiguel, Mora, and Guadalupe.
tion 1, of Chapter 105, of the Laws
fore prevailing.
Before
for
formulated a program for submission eral ot the territory who is a retired
witnesses
Was
Near Columbus, Ohio, but
the
defense
any
Ed- - 0f
of
The
Fifth
District.
counties
were
ten
the
1909, at least
days before
The instructions in question
were summoned, court recessed for a dy, Chaves. Roosevelt and Curry.
and approval of the president. Tlw army officer and who pays the closest
Running
Slowly.
election, by public proclamation and
further modified by the Department
to all details. Its organiza
to
few
minutes
the
defend
president will elso deliver an address attention
permit
of
Sixth District
The counties
by publication in each of the two
under date of August 7, 1911, in a let- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ant's counsel to
tion is being gradually perfected and
in
House
and
be
a
here
the
with
may
Opera
point
argue
and Luna.
ing newspapers published in such
ter to this office, wherein it is held Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 30.
it is being completely equipped.
Judge Watson in the absence of the
Seventh District. The counties oflCOunty give public notice of the ob- - treated to a wild west show on the or- A maneuver
that a contestant who established his Valley train No. 3, Toledo toHocking
ground covering about 36
Colum- Jury, concerning the striking o it of Socorro, Valencia and Sierra.
i
of
celebration.
The
der
frontier
the
to
be
of
officers
contest
the election, the
iect
residence and also filed his
square miles adjacent to the camp
wreck
a
serious
amount
event
the
latter
certain
evidence
introduced
the
bus,
narrowly
of
upon
escaped
The
counties
"District.
depends
by
-'
voted for. the names of the candidates
Eighth
prior to September 24, 1910, and main- this morning when one of the coaches, prosecution.
ground should be arranged for and an
Taos, Colfax, Union and Quay.
for each of said offices as the same of time he will be able to remain in accurate topographical sketch of it
may receive
tained his residence,
With visitors to the State fair,
loaded
The commonwealth had occupied a
It is further specified that at said are on file in the office of the probate the city. He has many times express
credit for the time he resided upon
after the train had week in placing its case before the election there shall be chosen as clerk, and the postofflce address of ed a desire to witness the frontier cel- made. Maneuvers should be held pn
the land before the cancellation t,of left the rails justnear
it during the state camp and problems
crossed a bridge
Olentangy Park, jury. Today, the prosecution produc- members of the state legislature 24 each of said candidates and the place ebration at Cheyenne, and this will solved
on the map by means of a
the entry which he contested.
mem49
one
on
Columbus.
No
most
outskirts
of
the
and
be
to
a
him
ed
of
the
Senate
members
time
fourteen
give
opportune
where said election is to be held in
witness, mostly county de
You will exercise care in adjudicatschool
during the
correspondence
of
Houss
was
a touch of the true style of the westRepresentatives each precinct in said county.
though many tectives, to controvert the testimony bers of the
Books and records fairly
ing claims that are governed by the of seriously injured,
year.
the passengers received minor of Young Alexander Robertson as to by the vote of the qualified electors I do further proclaim and order, in ern plainsmen in early days.
above instructions.
well kept. Excellent Discipline was
bruises and cuts.
the presence of mote than one blood of each legislative district, the said accordance with the provisions of the
Very respectfully,
kepT throughout the entire period of
election
senators
of
for
the
districts
YOUNG
WOMAN
Switch.
on
Senate
ACCUSED
resolution
of
Cars
Midlothian
said joint
the
the
S. V. PROUDFIT,
spot
Jump
turnpike where
camp. No intoxication.
follows:
as
being
OF SENDING LETTERS.
and House of Representatives of the
Columbus, Aug. 30. The car, as it Mrs. BeattiS was killed.
Acting Commissioner.
The regiment made full use of the
of
San Miguel, United States, approved August 21.
First. The county
left the rails, went bumping along the
The state had contended that the
time
Delegates to Conservation Congress.
spent in camp in maneuvers and
one senator.
1911, that at the same time that the Daughter of Wellknown Pennsylvanian
Whereas, the Third National Con- ties and when the trail was stopped, big blood spots where the murder ocdrills. Cover in the maneuvers was
Second.
San
of
The
counties
Miguel
state
is
in
aforsaid
the
election
held
to
in
turnedWrites
Missives
an
Scurrilous
will
were
not
be
held,
caused by dripping
angular position. The curred
servation Congress
promptly taken and kept and several
Prominent People.
Kansas City, Missouri, September 25, passengers were thrown in heaps and from the machine In which the hus- and Mora, one senator, to be a resi- electors of New Mexico shall vote upunits were kept well in hand. Good
to
electof
be
Mora
and
dent
county
on the following proposed amendment
one or two, it is said jumped through band alleged his wife was seated when
2 and 27 of this year,
use was made of the ground.
Mora
of
ed
and
the
electors
San of their state constitution,
by
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Now therefore I, William J. Mills, windows into a ditch. A moment la shot. Declaring that no blood what
Good Marcher.
"Article XIX of the constitution as
Easton, Pa., Aug. 30. Charged with
Governor of the Territory of New ter, the car turned over and settled ever could have oozed through the bot- Miguel counties.
were practically no com
There
Third.
The
counties
of
MexiGuadalupe
of
written
hundred
electors
of
New
in
the
anonymous
having
of
the authority
adopted by
on its side in the road bed. Several tom of the car, and that : the grease
Mexico, by virtue
co at an election held on the 21st day letters of a scurrilous, defamatory, in plaints from fatigue on the march
me vested, do hereby appoint as dele- of the passengers who were left in it drip pan beneath it was a detail in the and San Miguel, one senator.
one or two fell out
of
Rio
The
Fourth.
Arriba,
county
of January, Anno Domini 1911, be and decent character and sending them and but
gates to said convention, the time then had to be drawn out through the case, and by concentrating attention one senator.
The entraining and retraining was
'
the same Is hereby amended so as to through the mails to more than a score
and place above given, the following windows. . The accident was caused on the single spot of blood, the comvery good.
Fifth. The counties of Bernalillo,
"
follows:
of residents in this city
named residents of New Mexico:
including
by the wrecked car jumping a switch, monwealth intended to show that the San Juan and Sandoval, one senator. read as
"I am of the opinion, with more in
M.
N.
atrav
A. B. StnJup, Albuquerque,
women,
ARTICLE XIX.
clergymen, businessmen
The first five of the eight coaches woman was murdered in a different ' Sixth. The counties of Rio Arriba
this regiment will be 'fitted
struction,
Miss Harriet deWitt, daughter of one
Willard E. Holt, Deming.
(
to maneuver as a part of a
passed over the switch safely. The manner from that described by the and Sandoval, one senator.
properly
of the city's wellknown and respected
R. W. Kemp, Roswell.
Amendment.
train was-- ' running slowly and when husband. The1 defense announced
brigade.
Seventh. The county of Bernalillo, "
W. E. Lindsey, Portales.
'Section 1. Any amendment or citizens, has been arrested and Is held
the sixth ear left the rails, it was early in the day that it would call one senator.
'Provision should he made for
W. F. Schwartz, Artesia.
in
a
on
jail for hearing
amendments to this constitution may
Friday before mounted
Paul Beattie to the Stand again.
mounted
orderlies and
quickly stopped.
one
of
The
county
Colfax,
Eighth.
t
T.J. Mabry, Clovis.
be proposed in either house of the U. S. Commissioner Turner.
also for a machine gun plaThose Cursed Spots.
scouts;
senator.
R. L. Baca, Santa Fe.
In nearly all of the letters, the an toon. Sufficient mounted equipment
Chesterfield, August 30. When the
AGED GREELEY, COLO,
Ninth. The counties of Union and legislature at any regular session
Camilo Sanches, Santa Rosa.
court opened today, Harry M. Smith, Colfax, one senator, to he a resident thereof; and if a majority of all mem onymous writer attacks either the should be kept on hand to supply each
'
DEAD.
PIONEER
DROPS
Will Robinson, Roswell.
Jr., counsel for the defense, asked that of Union county, and to be elected bers elected to each of the two houses character of the person to whom the mounted officer and enlisted man.
B. XJ. Hernandez, Tierra Amarllla.
"All social affairs should be carried
Leased Wire to New Mexican) a canvass of witnesses for the defense by the qualified electors of Union and voting separately shall vote in favor letter is addressed or that of some
Special
(By
T. W. Conway, Raton.
t
thereof, such proposed amendment or near relative or friend. In several in on the. last day of camp so
to
Denver, Colo., Aug. 30. William E. be made. Several were excused with Colfax counties,
Percy Wilson, Silver City.
amendments shall be entered on their stances there are charges of criminal demoralize the men and officers in
Pabor, aged 77, and a pioneer of Gree- the statement by Mr. Smith that "cer
of
Santa
The
Tenth.
county
Fe,
Candldo Padilla, Manzano.
respective journals with the yeas and conduct.
the middle of the work."
ley, Colo., dropped dead in a down tain phases of the case anticipated one senator.
:
Guillermo Glddings, Santa Rosa.
Miss DeWitt declares she is innotown office building yesterday after had not been touched on by the proseEleventh. The county of Taos, one nays thereon.
R. H. Sims, Las Cruces.
" 'The secretary of state shall cause cent and says she has also been re THIRTY WORKMEN CARRIED
noon. Apoplexy was the cause of cution."
;
senator.
Done at the Executive. Office this
such amendment or amendments ceiving letters from the anonymous
death.
TO DEATH ON BRIDGE.
any
of
Miss
The
Louise
Twelfth.
Valencia,
maid
county
of
honor
Reams,
of
A.
1911,
D.,
the 29th day
November,
be
to
published in at least one news- writer.
.
at
one
senator.
was
Beattie
the
the first
wedding,
Witness my hand and the Great
Structure Across Deep Gorge'' In SwitThirteenth. The counties of Sierra, paper in every county of the state,
witness called and Identified the kind
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico.
zerland Collapses Without
O. A. LARRAZOLO 18
of hair pins worn by the murdered Grant, Luna and Socorro, one sena where a newspaper is published once SIMPLYFYING APPLICATIONS
.
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
each week, for four consecutive weeks
. .
FOR CAREY ACT LANDS.
NO LONGER.
tor.
DEMOCRAT
Warning.
woman.
Detective
was
Jarrell
the
then
Governor:
By
Fourteenth. The county of Socorro, in English and Spanisn when newscalled and testified that the night of
NATHAN JAFFA,
.
Leased
Wire to New Mexican)
(Br Special
papers in both of said languages are F. R. Dudley of Department of
Brilliant Leader Throws His
the murder and the day following he one senator.
Secretary of New Mexico.
Saint Moritz, Switzerland, Aug. 30.
in
such
the
last
published
Torcounties,
of
at
Denver
With
counties
to
Henceforth
Consult
The
Fifteenth.
searched the turnpike carefully but
Strength
Delegates to Public Land Convention,
A railroad bridge which was being
publication to be not more than two
With 8tate Authorities.
Republicans.
found only one blood spot
Detec rance, Otero, Lincoln and Socorro, weeks
Whereas, the Public Lands Conven- across a deep gorge at
constructed
which
to
election
the
at
St
30.
prior
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Albuquerque, N. M Aug.
tive Sherer corroborated this testi one senator.
tlon will be held In the city or Den
six
Engadin,
time said amendment or amendments
30. F. R. Dud Brull, in the upper
Ve- - SS
Ana
O.
Denver,
of
The
Dona
Colo.,
Aug.
of
Las
Sixteenth.
A.
Larrazolo
29
and
county
28,
mony which was offered to controvert
ver, Colorado, September
to the electors of ley, in charge of the Carey Act pro miles south of this village, collapsed
be
submitted
shall
Demone
tf ;
senator.
the
most
gas,
prominent
30 of this year,
the statement of Alexander Robinson
'
the state for their approval or re- jects in the Department of the In last night, carrying with it thirty
ocratic leader in the State of
Now. therefore I, William 3. Mills,
that he saw several blood . Seventeenth. The county of McKin
yesterday
New
jection; and the said amendment or terior, arrived In Denver today to con- workmen., Fifteen of the men were
senator.
:
one
Mexico, and a candidate
ley,
' :
Governor of the Territory of New
'
spots on the road. : V
of
Otero amendments shall be voted upon at fer with the state land board with a taken out of the wreckage dead and
three times for delegate in
Eighteenth. The counties
Mexico, by virtue of the authority In
Further corroborative testimony was
the next regular election held in said view to simplyfymg the regulations the other fifteen are probably fatally
one
senator.
on
and
delethe
Democratic
Lincoln,
as
Congress
do
me vested,
hereby appoint
given by Detective Wrenn, Major Jas.
state after the adjournment of the leg- for applications for lands under this injured.
of
Chaves,
The
Nineteenth.
he
announced
county
that
ticket,
time
the
today
to said convention,
D .Patten, and Ben H. Owen, another one
islature
proposing such amendment or act. Mr. Dudley states that the In
" gates
had
mailed
a
letter
to
chairthe
senator,
and place above given, the following
uncle of Mrs. Beattie.
or at such special elec- terior Department has been caused JIMMIE FOLEY SUBSTITUTED
amendments,
of
man
The
Twentieth.
of.
Democratic
Eddy,
the
county
State
" named residents of New Mexico:
Paul Beattie on Stand.
FOR PACKEY RTFARLAND.
tion to be held not less than six considerable trouble by
one senator,
committee announcing that he
applications
Solomon Luna', Albuquerque, ' N,
After brief argument Judge Watson
The county of Roose months after the adjournment of said for lands that have not been accurate,
Twenty-firs- t
had ceased to be a Democrat
H. B. Hening, Albuquerque
to New Mexican)
informed the jury that he had ruled velt, one senator.
"
legislature, at such time as said leg-- complete or in correct form. In many (By Special Leased Wire 30.
and that he would hereafter af- R. P, Ervien, "Santa Fe
St. Louis, Mo., Aug.
Jlmmle Foto the hair pins Twenty-seconlaw provide.
out
If
the
may
by
testimony
relating
with
the
The
0f,islature
filiate
county
'
Republican
.
cases
maps which have been required ley of Kansas City, was today substk
Hugo Seaberg, Raton.
ot
same
a
the
he
ratified
blood
at
hounds
scene
the
by
the
of
and
majority
statement
senator.
one
caused
The
Quay,
party.
in duplicate have not been exactly tuted for Packey McFarland by Tha
W. p, Murray, Silver City.
the crime. Paul D. Beattie was then
Twenty-thirThe county of Curry, electors voting thereon such amend- 3t ! unusual interest in view of the
Max Nordhaus, Lai Vegas.
alike,
necessitating their return to the Mozart club as the opponent of Leo t
one senator.
Impending state election. ';
for correction.
applicant
Kelly, for the Friday fight here.
on
Three.V
(Continued
of
Page
(Continued on Page Eight)
, And the districts tor the election
a
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lowest levels in the underworld. She
BE CONTENT.
was strikingly beautiful and accom- Hay Fever and Slimier Golds
heart of mine, we shouldn't
plished and when last seen on land,
Worry bo!
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
What we've missed of calm we could is said to have been found with ten
AND WE RECOMMEND
Chinamen In a den, smoking opium.
not
O

The Little Store

Drink Causes Shooting
Joseph Jones was arrested
for shooting at two men
been in a saloon with him.
men were tanked up and
because Jones would not
the saloon with them.

We have erred in that dark hour
We have known,
'When the tears fell with the showers,
All alone
Were not shine and shower blent
As the gracious Master meant?

DENVER BREAD

"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"

Let us temper our content

TRY IT

With His own.

For, we know, not every 'morrow

GO

WINTER
Southern Corner Plaza,
WE

GIVE

REGISTER

Santa Fe.

Can be sad,
So, forgetting all the sorrow
We have had
Let us fold away our fears
And put by our foolish tears,
And through all the coming years
Just be glad!
James Whitcomb Riley.

Telephone No. 40.

ALL

WITH

TICKETS

CASH

(""SnTthe state

PURCHASES,

Fly Poison Kills Child.
Four year old Noble Thomas died
at Laramie, Wyoming, from drinking
fly poison.

GOOD EATING !
Imported

Ten Dollars for Being Drunk.
Clarence Shields was socked $10
and costs at Las Vegas yesterday for
being drunk.

Oilthe very bestand Sardines,

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto
j

&

WHOLESALE

1

T

case of scab was found.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 1 Black.

Among 20,000 sheep dipped at Ques- ,
;
i
i
la, laug cuuiuy, last wwa. uui a oiugre
1

Six Bi Loaves for 25c.
Phone,

No Scab.

Don't forget our bread

These lines are like home to us.

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound

Have you know!

What we've met of stormy pain,
And of sorrow's driving rain,
We can better meet again,
It it blow.

RETAIL

Daily Herald Gives Up Ghost.
The Estancia Daily Herald found
the field at Estancia too crowded and
las ceased daily publication.
Attorney

Will Wed.

Attorney Harry Bowman of Clovis,
well known in Santa Fe, will on September 6, marry Miss Bertha Cohn of
Las Vegas.

Affair.
at Belen
who had
All three'

For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
quarreled
follows SCARLET FEVER, for
return to that
for
CROUP, WHOOPING

COUGH,
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

Tucumcari's Slogan.
The chamber of commerce of Tu-- . Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
or saie Dy aii.arigists.
j
cumcari has selected from a large
number of suggestions a slogan offerbeen running on half rations for eev-ed by Editor Klinefelter of Obar:
eral weeks, and they welcome the
'While others deliberate, Tucumcari
larger receipts. At present prices of
acts."
cured meats, live animals would stand
a decline of 50 cents per cwt, to put
Died in a Few Hours.
them in line.
After only a few hours illness, WillIt has been a hard week in the
iam Marlia, a well known businesssheep
market, values on lambs off
man of Cimarron, and formerly of Ra-- " 40
to 50 cents,
15 to 25 lower.
ton, Colfax county, died in the former Run this week sheep
has been liberal, at
town of congestion of the brain. He
40,000, last week 29,400, same week
is survived by his wife.
last year 27,500. The run today Is
19,000 head, market 15 to 20 cents
Prize Fighter Jailed.
lower.
Feeding lambs bring $5 to
Eduardo Rodriguez who poses as a $5.50, feeding ewes and wethers and
,
Cimr-ronprizefighter, was arrested at
yearlings $2.75 to $3.60. Fat lambs
Colfax county, for slugging a sold at $6.25 today for tops, yearlings
fellow citizen.
As soon as he has worth $4.25, wethers $3.65 and ewes
served his time, Rodriguez threatens $3.50 for best.
to go to Colorado and never come bad
to New Mexico.
"HIS EMINENCE" GETS
BLACK HAND LETTER.
Left Bride on Wedding Day.
Mrs. Mary W. Ward secured a di It is Written In Latin, in Purple Ink
vorce from her husband, the well
and Mailed From Rome,
known aviator, at Chicago, while he
Italy.
was making an ascent in the interna
tional meet. She declared that Ward
To use the slang expression of the
had abandoned her on their wedding day: "There was class" to a letter
day.
received yesterday by Mayor Selig-man- .
The envelope bore an Italian
Women Will Stop Cruelty.
stamp and the address:
The women of El Paso have decided "His
Eminence,
to prosecute those pleasure seekers
The
Mayor of Santa Fe,
who on Sundays overdrive their horses
Fe, N. M.,
or are cruel to them otherwise. Much ' ' SantaNordo
America."
been
these
made
has
that
complaint
was
The
letter
written on fairly
s
pleasure-seekerto
are cruel
Sunday
good paper and read as follows:
the animals tuey drive.
'

The only exclusive grain house

Phone

THAT

Phone 14

Latest

HATS

of Unique Sao Juau Potter;

in Hand Color- -

in; Post

Romae regii sedes Mundus.

OUTING

SUMMER

New aud Full Assortment

Artistic
'

Cards.

Framin;.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Predictio:

Vos et vester amicus et tnimicui
pereo ut mortis aeternum.
JOSAFAT.
This Latin may not he Ciceronian
in style but it is likely intended to
convey the impression that the motto
of the writer is "Perpetual Death"
and the place of residence of the writof the world's
PRICES. er is Rome, the seat

San Francisco Street.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
:

WHEN

:

YOU CAN CiET

THE :

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds
Soda,
Special Hi jrh Ball Ginger Ale

45

PIANOS

PIANOS

'

Hardware We Have It.

MEXICAN

Mortis Perpetuus,

Santa

LEO HERSCH

If Its

14.

FOR

Could Not Live Without Wife.
BUYERS UNABLE TO
Because his wife had died, Edward
DEPRESS CATTLE
government.
Bennett, a graduate of Oxford, aged
Then comes the prediction, prog36 years, killed his three children and Number of Head Received on Kansas
Phone Black himself at Thomaston, Maine.
nosis or forecast, as the weather men
Phone Black
City Market Seems to Decall it. This is supposed to mean that
crease Each Year.
"you, your friends and enemies are
Fourth Cavalry Goes to Arizona.
doomed to eternal death."
The Fourth U. S. Cavalry encamped
Kansas City Stock Yards, Aug. 30.
Josafat or Josaphat was the son of
at Cloudcroft, Otero county, will spend Cattle received here this week 54,- the winter at Fort Knachuoa, Arizona, 800 head, last week 47,000, same week Abener who was converted to theand go to the Philippines on May 1.
last year 63,600. Buyers have made Christian faith by Balaam, an Ereten months. They have hundreds of
ro- Chickerlng Bros.
great efforts to depress prices thislmite- - according to the religioua
satisfied customers In New Mexico
mance
and
entitled
Balaam
Bush and Lane.
Josaphat.
low
Some
Felix
have
failed.
Grant Buys Store.
week, but they
and Arizona.
The letter would indicate that there
Learnard-Lindeman- n
Co.
Felix Grant, formerly of Tres Pied-ra- grade steers in the native, division
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
sold lower, and a few heavy finished are crazy people in Italy as well as
Taos
store
has
the
county,
Schiller.
bought
to them regarding pianos, prices and
beef
sold fen lower Thursday in America.
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane of Mrs. Henry Young at Questa, in the but steers
it was a strong market
otherwise
same
county.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Llr- v
all week. Quarantine cattle are closMilton and the World Famous Ceclllan deman Co. will meet every customer
ing the week in fine shape, strong toFarmer's Home In Ashes.
Interior Player- - Pianos, and many more than half way In making
day, although receipts in that division
The
home
of
Orviile
of
east
Smith,
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satA
county, was burned run largely to common light steers'.
Prom
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on Tucumcari,
new high figure for the year was paid
to
the
was
The
not
ground.
family
doubt
car loads of pianos during the past of
and uncertainty.
TAOS
BARRANCA
for
Missouri
steers
here
Wednesday,
at home.
$8.20, and short fed steers are selling Meets Both
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
,
CO.
North South
at $6.00 to $7.25. Top for pasture cat
Fatally Injured By Mule.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
a
Bounds
was
fair
Trains.
with
week
tle
this
$7.50,
Edward Turk, aged 14 years, had
at Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
good
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
both his Jaws broken, all of his 'teeth
ot?erB
knocked out and his skull fractured, $6.80 to $7.30. Killers value these the north bound train and arrives at
on ac- Taos at 7 p. m.
by the kick of a mule at Greeley, Colo. cattle more highly each week,
count of their fine killing percentages Ten miles shorter than any other
He will die.
and also because of the prospects of way. Good covered- hacks and good
scarcity of that kind before many teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Two Cars Derailed.
weeks. Feeding steers have been in furnished commercial men to take In
Two cars of a westbound
freight
train of the Santa Fe were derailed good demand, at $5 to $5.85 for good the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
near Fulton, about fifty miles east to choice steers, stock cattle about Station.
of Santa Fe, and detained the east as steady at $3.50 to $5.25. S6me win
tered quarantine steers brought $6,
bound flyer.
but outside of that one drove, quality
3
has been of the medium sort, and
W. H. KERR
Three Sent to Insane Asylum.
prices on steers have ranged from
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
H.
George
Scudder,
Franclsquita $3.85
to $5.25. Grass cows bring $3 Phone
Gallegos and Tomasita Brown of Las
us, we will be glad to call far
were committed by Judge J. C. to $4.85, including canners, fed cows yeur laundry on Mondays and TuesVegas
Those Famous Flagstaff Standard Peach and Apple Boxes,
to
heifers
to
bulls
$4.50,
$3
$5.25,
Roberts to the territorial insane asy- up
and deliver 09 Thursdays and
$4 to $7.50. Light veals are a quar- days
(let your order in. The price is right.
lum at the Meadow City.
at
. $7.25, Fridays.
ter
this
tops
week,
higher
333 HICKOX STREET,
All work la
Near Union Depot
heavy calves, heavy calves lower, at are mended guaranteed; your socks
Sold the Wrong Cattle.
and buttons sewed sb
Mon
a
to
moderate
$4.50
$5.75.
Only
A warrant is out for the arrest of
PHONE, RED 100.
extra charge.
shirts
witheut
year
and
run
here
18,000
head,
today,
Benito Cordova on Ute Creek, south- day
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
ern Union county, for selling five the market is steady to strong.
Hogs received here this week
cows, alleged to belong to the Baca
last week 29,400, same week last
family to Jacob Brower of Naravisa.
year 22,500 Lower prices have ruled
each day, tlie increased supply giving
Grief Causes Suicide.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
The
Grieving over the death" of his wife the buyers a slight advantage.
a year ago, J. T. Carrier, aged 52 years run today is 3,300 head, market strong
La Salle
killed herself at La Junta on the an- top $7.50, bulk $7.25 to $7.35. Provi
FOR STANDARD
PEACH
sion
view
the
speculators
enlargement
niversary of her death. He used a of
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
the run this week with alarm, al
revolver.
AND
BOXES
Telephone 11.
will
is
conceded
that Europe
though it
be a heavy buyer of fats for all deliv Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO
Horse Race at Las Vegas Sunday.
On Sunday, September 13, an ex- eries up to next March. Packers have Regular Meals 25 Cents
N.
citing horse race is scheduled at Las
Short Order at all Hours
Vegas. The horses of Sheriff Secun-dinBOARD
HOWS
BY
THIS?
THE WEEK $540
436 Canon Road.
Phone 19 Black.
Romero and Tito Melendez will
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- Pvenea. Noodle Order 20c a dish
be matched against each other.
ward for any case of Catarrh that canNew York Chop Siey S0.
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Fell Under Train.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
L. P. Rooney was seriously injured
We, the undersigned, have known F.
by tailing under a moving freight
train in front of the Harvey house J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and beat Belen, Valencia county. His arm lieve him perfectly honorable in all
was cut off below the elbow and his business transactions and financially
Successor to B. P. Williams
able to carry out any obligations made
skull fractured.
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and
equipment formerly
For Best Laundry Work
by his firm.
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to
operate It as a FIRST
waid'ne. lvmnan & Marvin,
Death Bares Scandal.
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
day or night
Daisy Watts or Grace Lyons, thrown!
to furnish you with any. kind of a rig you may want. I will
endeavor
Hall's
into Lake Michigan from a boat bj
Catarrh Cure is taken inter BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your
patronage.
her lover, Charles Hopper, who had "ally, acting directly upon the blood
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
been living with her the past three &nJ mucous surfaces of the system,
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Testimonials sent freo. Price 75 cents
years, was the daugther o? a well-to- Agency at O. K. Barber Shop).
familv of Grand Rnnlrlc Minhltrnn ner bottle .Inld bv all
Pbone 1A9 Red
Santa Fe, N. M fflIE do
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
but who first through drink and then
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- through opium smoking, sank to the potion.
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2

45

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

'

Married at Ninety-six- .
Nancy Eddy, aged 96, took her sixth
husband, at Troy, Missouri, when she
Marriage License.
married Ree Indow, aged 24. Sha
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
At Las Vegas a marriage license declared to a reporter that it was a
was issued to Beronis Coca, aged 15 true love match and that she felt as
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
ALFaLFA SEED.
years, of Canon Largo, and Eduardo happy as she did on her first wedding
Martinez, aged 22, of Sabinosa.
day more than seventy years ago.
Fe
in

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

WE WANT ALL OF THE "BOY BLUES," AND THE GIRLS TOO,
TO TRADE WITH US. WE HAVE MANY
THINGS FOR THEM;
POCKET KNIVES, LITTLE WAGONS, BALLS AND BATS OH,
LOTS AND LOTS OF THINGS.
THE BOYS AND GIRLS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME IN OUR
STORE; AND "A BOY CAN BUY FROM US JUST AS CHEAP AS
A MAN."

Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

s,

WATER CO.

Jesse-Frenc-

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

TO

J"

R.

LUMBER

&

MONTEZUMA AVENUB
Near A. T. S. F. Depot.

Telephone

-

COAL YARD

Building Materials

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

Restaurant

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

M.

o

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

CALL

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

ARE ;NOT3A 'CUSTOMER

YOU

HERE,

SHOULD

;

u

Need of Anyfldnr
UVEIY LINE
Drivers Forsieted.

ii fte

Deo Gasper Ave.

.

atetetatoiiiiaiiiiinilalllhii

--

'n' rvry hthjhj Jl
FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

For Mr

cowers
'

'

at papular prhaa

na m w

an4 aaMto Kama.

Black

Ttttscaccaio.fR
ttt

Your
'

213

.

,

.

look's Pharmacy
Phone

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLA5S OF GOODS whether it he seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES
The Quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods in catering; to your pleasure to make every deal a aatlslac-tor- y
one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT

IF YOU

.

Wtei in

9

CHAS. CLOS50N

?

WITH US

Phone

UP

Imperial Laundry

?

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

APPLE,
PEAR

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

Telephone 85

,mPr Ted and unimproYed City Property, Orchards'
aokancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in thefspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesaque at a Bargain.

37,-00-

!

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

FOR C AI P
UI JALL

FRUIT BOXES

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE,

Lump

CERRILLOS

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Dawson Coal.

FRUIT BOXES

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
aawea wooa ana Kindling.

1'
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KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
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HOME ENDORSEMENT.

Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can
Tell You Alt About It.
Home endorsement, the public expression of Santa Fe people, should
be evidence beyond dispute for ere?
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheerfully given by them will carry more
weight than the utterances of strangers residing in faraway places. Read
the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doars
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
snd they have done me a world of
A dull pain in the small of
good.
my back, sometimes extending into
my bladder caused me a great deal
of trouble particularly when I took
cold.
I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
Inflammation of the bladder. The kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended witl
a scalding pain. I never used another

remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Eoan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
be just the medicine my case required
and the complete cure they brought
has led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
v. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July 21. 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
SW
for lot , SW
Sec.
NW
Sec. 24, and the W
1--

4

9734-0765- 8,

1--

1-- 2

25, Township 15 N Range 11 B., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of

intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Ind Office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 14th day of September,
1911.

i

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Rivera, Jose Romero, both
of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero, of
Glorieta, N. M and Candido Rivera,
of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

-

Register.

Notice for Publication. .
Not coal land.
v;
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July 29, 1911.
Notice Is hereby given that Seferino
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M.f who on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry. No.
SE
for lot 3, SE
of section 23, township 15
W 2 SE
N, range 11 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
fire-yea-r
proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before register or receiver, V. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on tne 14th day of
'
September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Don- aclano Gonzales, Jose L. Martinez, Do
mingo Martinez, Juan Jose Martinez,
1--

9736-0766-

1--

4

--

all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUED R. OTERO,

Register.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tablet
f the local railroads:

"A.T.

A 8. F. Ry."

Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No
bound, No. 10 eastbound.

Returning arrive

iX

I

west-

Sant Fe 12:10

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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TELLSJTS

T
STORY

Opposition to Any Attempt Look In US Bank Window
to Repeal Federal Bankand See What Can Be

Grown Here

ruptcy Act
FAVOR

UNIFORM LEGISLATION

CORN STALK IS

II

FEET

,:

Reform in Probate Law is Urged Cauliflower Weighs 6 Pounds;
Apple 14 Ounces; Dry
by Committee at Last
Farming Wheat.
Night's Meeting.

three-fourth-

two-third-

leased Wire

to New Mexican)

(By Special
Boston, August 30. A recommenda
tion that the American Bar Association oppose any attempt toward the
repeal of the national bankruptcy act
is contained in the report of the committee on commercial law, presented
last night at the annual meeting of
the association in this city. The com-

mittee urges that the association exert every endeavor to secure the defeat of the bill to repeal the bankruptcy act Introduced by Representa
tive Clayton and now pending in ConOther recommendations made
gress.
by the committee are:
That the American Bar Association
give all assistance in its power in se
curing the enactment of the Uniform-Act- s
on negotiable instruments, ware- house receipts, sales, bills of lading,
and transfer of stock.
That the Committee on Commercial
Law give further consideration to the
subject of Federal legislation on bills
of lading, and hold public meetings
for the purpose of obtaining the opinions of experts thereon.

Law.
That the American Bar Association
approve the purpose of the International Conference for the Unification
of Laws concerning bills of exchange
and promissory notes, and urge the
continued participation of the United
Commercial

States, in the conferences, and that
the Committee on Commercial. Lav
be given power to take up with the
Committee on International Law the
subject of said conference.
The uniform acts mentioned in the
recommendations have been passed
in many states, as follows:
Negotiable Instrument Act, thirty- five states, two territories, two possessions, and the District of Columbia;
Warehouse Receipt Act, twenty-on- e
states and .two territories and the
District of Columbia; Sales Act, eight
states and one territory; Bill of Lad
ing Act, six states; Transfer of Stock
Act, five states.
Wife Desertion.
Boston, August 30 Acts relative to
wife and child desertion and to the
probating in one state of the wills
made In another state were recommended ' for endorsement by the
American Bar Association in the report of. the; committee onuniform
state laws submitted at last night's
session of the annual meeting of the
Association in this city. The report
states that the desertion act already
has been passed in five states, Wash
ington, Kansas, Rhode Island, MichiIt provides for
gan and Wisconsin
punishment of deserters by imprisonment at hard labor, a portion of the
proceeds of such labor to be devoted
to the support of the deserted wlfa
While the committee
or children.
does not deem it advisable to recommend the passage of this specific act
in all states, owing to the diversity of
state laws on the subject of imprisonment at hard labor and the internal
management of penal institutions, it
urges that the bar association endorse
the principle of the act.
Foreign

No.

Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at santa Fe, N. M.

before the register or receiver. U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
14th day of September, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: CanJuly 29,1911.
Notice is hereby given that Romaido dido Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro
of PeCos, N. M.; Enriquez RivLucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, oa July Rivera,
N. M.; Bicente Lucero
of
era
Glorieta,
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
of Pecos, N. M.
for lot Z. and SE
W
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Sec. 24, and E
NW
section 25,
Register.
15
N, range 11 E.. N. M. P.
township
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
If you want anything on earth try
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, a New Mexican V'ant Ad.
9733-0765-

five-yea-

three-fourth-

Peep through the big window of the
U. S. Bank and Trust Company on
San Francisco street and you will see
some fruits and vegetables which will
make the "irrigate exaggerate. Cali- fornians" green with envy.
There's a cauliflower SIX pounds in
weight and grown by W. A. Williams
near Tesuque. It looks like a snow
bank in area and would doubtless melt
like snow In one's mouth. Nearby is
a bean stem ten inches long, grown
by Bernardo Rivera at 211 Agua Fria
street.
A cornstalk eleven feet high grown

looks
by Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy,
like the Tower of Pisa, leaning over
the display and then there is a sunflower grown by the doctor which rivals the Betting sun in size and brilliance.
As for apples and peaches there are
plenty. Frank Jones has some big
ones on exhibit and one weights fourteen ounces and measures thirteen inches in circumference.
These apples
are called Alexander, Wealthy and
Gravenstein. There are also some fine
Elberta peaches grown by F. S. Black-ma- r
on- the Old Hobart Ranch north
of here.
That a newspaper man Is sometimes
as practical as he is supposed to be
imaginative is discovered by the display of A. C. McCallester, who bought
a fine orchard near Tesuque some
months ago, and who is making a success of the work. He has some pears
that ere so beautiful that one lady

they must be hand painted
for they seem to be an improvement
on nature ( if such is possible). He
also has some fine apples on exhibit.
Mr. McCallester used to be on the Chicago

Inter-Ocea-

n

and some

of

the

other metropolitan sheets but he finds
the call of the farm more delightful to
answer than that of the telephone.
Room for Others.
H. F. Stephens, cashier of the bank,
announces that he will be glad to label and classify exhibits of fruit for
this window and certain it is the duty
of Santa Fe county orchardists and
ranchers to Bhow what can be done in
this country. So let them come forward, forgetting shyness and remembering that California has been boosted to its lofty position by telling the
world of its products, real and imaginary.
And Dry Farming.
Mr. Stephens and F. S. Donnell
pointed with pride to some fine wheat
and oats which were raised by dry
farming process. Certain it is that
these specimens, which come from A.
Sanchez's farm at Canon Blanco show
the result of scientific farming. If
these can be grown without water
what won't this soil do with water
when all these Irrigation projects are
put through successfully?
GREETING SENT TO
OTHER END OF TRAIL.

Mayor and Council Make Dean Williams Bearer of Interesting
4 p. mp connect with
l, west
The
Foreign Wills Act has
Letter.
"
bound.
been passed in the states of Kansas,
Santa
6:30
at
and
arrive
Fe,
Massachusetts
Returning
North Dakota,
Mayor Arthur Seligman and the
p. m.
Under its provisions a members
Wisconsin.
of the city council sent the
7:20 p. m, conect with No. 7 and will executed in any other state In the
letter to the mayor of FrankI westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound. mode prescribed by law of that state following
lin, Mo., by Dean Walter Williams,
Returning artfv at San Fe 11:11 or of the state in which the testator who came here with a letter from
Pat
of
the
will
be
m.
domicile
has his legal
9.
same force and effect in the states mayor to Mr. Seligman:
D. A ft. Q. Ry.
Office of the mayor, Santa Fe, New
Leaves 10:15 a, m. tor north.
adopting this act, even though the lat '
comnot
laws
Mexico, August 28, 1911.
have
states
ter
may
m.
north.
from
3:05
Arrive
p.
.
New Mexico Central Ry.
plied with in execution of the will. Hon. W. W. Carpenter, Mayor, New
the enLeave 5:45 p. m., conlects with No. The committee recommends of this Franklin, Mo.
association
the
dorsement
Dear Sir:
by
3 east and 1 south and west
in every
From the Ancient and Historic cit
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections act as desirable for adoption
T1'
state.
of Santa Fe, at the southwestern ter
(rom No. 3 east The progress "of the movement for
minus of the "Old Trail," along which
uniformity of state laws on various the camp fires of "Kit Carson"
Tne New Mextetoi
and
as promoted by the "Co- his
companions illuminated the pathpray has prepared dm ana criminal subjects,
Uniform
on
Commlsioners
of
nference
dockets especially for the use of Jus-way of the fearless pioneers,
and
Laws, is shown in the follow where
aces of the peace. They are especial- - Statestatistics
the
"Spanish
Conquistadors"
In
the
report:
presented
first planted the seeds of civilization,
iy ruled, with printed headings, In ing
In New Mexlc6 Too.
either Spanish or English, made of
act has we reciprocate your greeting and wel
instrument
"The
negotiable
good record paper, strongly and dur- been
states, two come your distinguished friend, the
passed in thirty-fiv- e
ably bound, with leather back and territories, the District of Columbia Honorable Walter Williams, now our
covers nd canvas, sides, hall full
honored guest, whom we shall be
and two possessions.
Index in front and the fees of Justice!
The Warehouse Receipt Act in pleased to aid in his "Mission of Reof tne peace and oonstables printed twenty-on- e
states and territories and search in the interest of history and a
In full on the first page. The pages
cross country highway along the hisof Columbia.
District
the
are 10
Inches. These books are
and toric 'Santa Fe Trail.' ."
states
in
Act
Sales
The
eight
made up in dvO and criminal dockets.
.
Our only regret is that such vlsiton
one territory.
separate of 81 pages each, or with
Divorce Act in three do not come more frequently and reUniform
The
both eiva and criminal bound In one
main longer, in this land of the "Old
states.
book, 80 pases civil and 310. pages
The Stock Transfer Act in five and New."
criminal. To Introduce them they are
states.
Very sincerely yours,
ofered at the following prices
Act in six
The Bills of Lading
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
IS.7I
or Criminal
Mayor.
Oomblr.ed Civil and Criniifc-- J .. 4.W states.
The Wills Act in four states.
CELSO LOPEZ,
For 45 cents s4tiaonal tor a single
five
in
Act
The
Desertion
Family
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
docket, or 55 cents additional lor a states. W.!.
CANUTO ALARID,
combination docket, they will be seat
and
posAll
of
territories
the
states,
M. E. ORTIZ,
In
by mail or prepaid express. Gash
the
in
are
now
sessions
represented
JUAN MOYA,
full must accompany order. - Stats
virtue of legis
conference, either
THOMAS P. GABLE,
plainly whether English or Spanish lative ac:ion or by.
otherwise, excepting
, CHAS. T. WHEELON,
ftoted heading la wanted.
the state of Kevada. - '
ROMAN L. BACA,
'
TO AND PRODS ROVWEUL.
Members of City Council.
Weather'
Fslr
Predicted The pre
.Connections made with Automobile dicted
rain
failed to touch San
Loss of Tims Means Loss or Pay.
line At Vaughn for Roswen, dally. ta Fe but itagain
fell In the mountains not
l
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
Kidney trouble and the Ills It breeds
The
maximum
away.
far
temperature
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros-Ve- yesterday was 72 and the minimum means lost time and lost pay to many
at 8:30 p. m. Automooile leaves 46. The relative humidity had drop a working man. M. Balent, 1214 Lit-tiPenna St., Streator, 111, was so
ftotwell for Vaughn at p. m. The ped to 37 per cent last evening. Fair
fare between Santa F and Torrance weather is predicted for tomorrow. bad from kidney and bladder trouble
Is 88.80 and between Torrance and
.'.:Pt:;;, that he could not work, but he says:
I Roswell no.
Reserve seats on auto
Warranty Deed A warranty deed "I took Foley Kidney Pills for only
was recorded in the probate clerk's
short time and got entirely well
Yttobile y
V Stockard.
office yesterday from Leandro Loveto and was soon able to go back to work,
Sprains requlr careful treatment and wife to A. B. Renehan, for land and am feeling well and healthier than
Keep quiet and apply Chamberlain's in precinct No. 18, the consideration before.". Foley Kidney Pills are tonlo
te action, quick in results a good
Liniment freely. It will remove ths being $20. .
the parts
friend to, the working man or woman
loraess and quickly restore,
'o a healthy condition. " For sale by If yon want anything on
who suffers from kidney ills. For
'
t Snr KexWsas Want Ad.
Jl dealers,
tale by all druggists.

nt
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GOVERNOR MILLS ISSUES
of, and I express the confident bop
ELECTION PROCLAMATION. and belief that the people of this
great commonwealth will so conduct
themselves in the organization and
(Continued From Page On.)
maintenance of their state govern
ment or amendments shall become ment as to command the deserved ad
part of this constitution. If two or miration and respect of all sections
more amendments are proposed, they of our great country.
shall be so submitted as to enable
Done at the Executive Office this
the electors to vote on each of them the 30th day of August, A. D., 1911.
Witness my hand and the Great
separately: Provided, That no amendment shall apply to or affect the pro- Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
visions of sections one and three of (Seal)
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
Article VII hereof, on elective franBy the Governor:
chise, and sections eight and ten of NATHAN JAFFA,
Article XII hereof, on education, unSecretary of New Mexico.
s
less It be proposed by vote of
Notifies Probate Clerks.
of the members elected to
Immediately upon the issuing of the
each house and be ratified by vote of proclamation
Territorial Secretary
the people of this state in an election Jaffa sent out the following letter to
s
at which at least
of ths ill the probate clerks in the territory:
electors voting in the whole state and Dear Sir:
s
at least
of those voting in
In compliance with the
each county in the state shall vote for of the Act of Congress and provisions
the Consuch amendment.
stitution for the State of New Mexico,
" 'Section 2. Whenever, during the Governor Mills has this
day issued his
first twenty-fiv- e
years after the adop proclamation fixing the date for the
tion of this constitution, the legisla- first state election, as
Tuesday,
s
vote of the mem
ture, by
7, 1911, and you are hereby
bers elected to each house, or, after notified and directed to see that a
the expiration of said period of twen meeting of the board of county come
vote of missioners of your county Is held sixty
years, by a
the members elected to each house, (60) days before said election for the
shall deem It necessary to call a con purpose of
appointing boards of regis.
vention to revise or amend this consti- tration in and
for the several voting
tution, they shall submit the question precincts of the county, as
required by
of calling such convention to the elec- Section 1702 of
Compiled Laws of
tors at the next general election, and 1897, amended the Section
1. Chapter
if a majority of all the electors vot- 80, Laws of 1899.by
such
on
said
at
election
ing
question
By order of the governor,
in the state shall vote in favor of
NATHAN JAFFA,
calling a convention the legislature
Secretary of New Mexico.
shall, at the next session, provide by
law for calling the same. Such con
vention shall consist of at least asj GOVERNOR MAKES
MANY DELEGATES.
many delegates as there are members
of the House of Representatives. The
(Centlnued From Page One.)
constitution adopted by such conven
tion shall have no validity until it
R. J. Palen, Santa Fe.
has been submitted to and ratified by
N. B. Laughlin, Santa Fe.
the people.
Roman Gallegos, San Jose.
' 'Section 3. If this constitution be
E. A. Miera, Cuba.
in any way so amended as to allow
Alejandro Sandoval, Bernalillo.
laws to be enacted by direct vote of Joseph Mahoney,
Demlng.
the electors the laws which may be
George L. Brooks, Albuquerque.
so enacted shall be only such as might
W. S. Strickler, Albuquerque.
be enacted by the legislature under
Tito Melendez, Mora.
the provisions of this constitution.
C. N. Blackwell, Raton.
"
'Section 4. When the United
F. J. Quay, Carlsbad.
States shall consent thereto, the legSilvestre Mirabal, San Rafael.
islature, by a majority vote of the
J. E. Griffith, Socorro.
members in each house, may submit
R. H. Sims, Las Cruces.
to the people the question of amend- Isidoro
Armijo, Las Cruces.
ing any provision of Article XXI of H. D. Bowman, Las Cruces.
this constitution on compact with the
H. H. Betts, Silver City.
United States to the extent allowed
J. P. McCorkle, Hillsboro.
of
Act
the
the
by
Congress permitting
W. D. Tipton, Tularosa.
If
and
of
a
the quali
same,
majority
R. S. Connell, Tularosa.
fied electors who vote upon any such
George B. Barber, Lincoln.
amendment shall vote In favor thereWm. H. Mcintosh, Mcintosh.
of the said article shall be thereby
B. C. Hernandez, Tierra Amarilla
amended accordingly.
Max Goldenbere, Tucumcari.
" 'Section 5. The provisions of sec
J. M. Cunningham, East Las Vegas.
tion one of this article shall not be J. E. McAllister, Clovis.
changed, altered, or abrogated in any
E. A. Cahoon, Roswell.
manner except through a general conSmith Lea, Roswell.
vention called to revise this constituGregory Page, Gallup.
"
tion as herein provided.'
Joseph J. Jaffa, Roswell.
It is ordered, in further compliance
A. N. Pratt, Carlsbad.
with the terms of said Joint resolution Otto Dieckman, Albuquerque.
that the probate clerks of the several Charles Schleter, Clayton.
counties shall provide separate ballots H. J. Raynolds, Albuquerque.
for the use of the electors at said
Done at the Executive Office this
first state election for the purpose of the 29th day of November. A. D.. 1911.
voting upon said amendment; that
Witness my hand and the Great
said separate ballots shall be printed Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
on paper of the blue tint, so that they
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
may be readily distinguished from the By the Governor:
white ballots provided for the election
NATHAN JAFFA,
of county and state officers; that said
Secretary of New Mexico.
onbo
shall
delivered
ballots
separate
Constructive Residence Not Allowed
officers
authorized
election
to
the
ly
Homesteaders.
by law to receive and have the cus
instructions under date
Important
tody of the ballot boxes for use at of
August 4, 1911, by the acting sec
said election, and shall be delivered
of the interior, have been Is
by them only to the individual voter retary
and only one ballot to each elector at sued to all United States land offices
residence
the time he offers to vote at the said in regard to constructive
during the first six months of entries.
general election, and shall have the The
instructions are, in substance, as
Initials of two election officers of opfollows:
written
by
political
parties
posite
The practice of according credit for
them upon the back thereof; that said
separate ballot shall not be marked constructive residence covering the
either for or against the said amend period of six months following the
ment at the time it Is handed to the allowance of an entry will not be al
elector by the election officer, and if lowed on or after the first day of De.
the elector desires to vote upon said cember, 1911, in all instances where
amendment, the ballot must be mark ordinary final five year proof is sub
ed by the voter, unless he shall re- mitted.
The acting secretary's explanation
quest one of the election officers to
mark the same for him, in which case Is given in part as follows:
such election officer so called upon. In the matter of proof submitted
shall mark said ballot as such voter under the homestead law, It seems
sball request; that any elector re that a practice has existed according
ceiving such ballot shall return the to entrymen, where residence is begun
same before leaving the polls to one within six months following the date
of the election Judges, who shall Im of the
entry, credit for residence be
mediately deposit the same in the ginning with the date of entry. The
ballot box, whether such ballot be result is, that where a party takes
marked or not; that no ballots on said up an actual residence just at the examendment except those so handed to piration of the six months, he is ac
said electors and so Initialed shall be corded a constructive residence tor
deposited in the ballot box or count- the intervening six months, and thus
ed or canvassed; that said separate
permitted to secure title on proof of
ballots shall have printed thereon the residence for a period of only
four
proposed amendment in both the Eng- years and six months.
lish and the Spanish language; that
there shall be placed on said ballots There Is clearlytheno statutoryofauthorcon
period
f
an ity recognizing
two blank squares of
structive residence referred to. On
inch, and opposite one of said squares the
is specific
shall be printed In both the English in contrary,fivethe statute
years' residence.
requiring
and 'the Spanish language the words
Chaves County Improving.
For constitutional amendment," and
The official tax roll for 1911 of
opposite the other blank square shall
be printed in both the English and Chaves county has been received by
the Spanish language the words Traveling Auditor John Joerns. It
Against constitutional amendment"; shows that that county is forging
and that any elector desiring to vote ahead, gaining $330,810 in the past
for said amendment shall mark his year. In improvements on grazing
ballot with a cross In the blank square lands, $85,662; on city lots, $22,141;
opposite the words "For constitution- on city Improvements, $61,070; elecal amendment," or cause the same to tric light and gas plants, $34,649;
be so marked by an election officer as sheep, $69,077; shares In bank stock,
aforesaid, and that any elector desir- $10,800; the total amount subject to
ing to vote against said amendment tax in 1910 was $4,553,400 and in 1911,
shall mark his ballot with a cross in $4,88., 210. There were 882 burros
the blank square opposite the words taxed in 1910 and 994 in 1911, which
'Against constitutional amendment," Is far ahead of the burros accounted
or cause the same to be so marked by for in this county.
an election officer as aforesaid.
It is further ordered that the bal Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colds
lots cast at said statehood election Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
and at said election upon said pro- Honey and Tar Compound will do It
posed constitutional amendment, shall E. M. Stewart', 1034 Wolfram St., Chibe counted and canvassed by the elec- cago, writes: "I have been
greatly
tion officers and the returns of said troubled
during the hot summer
elections shall be made by said elec months with
Hay Fever and find that
tion officers direct to the- - secretary of
using Foley's Honey and Tar Comthe Territory of New Mexico at Santa by
pound I get great relief." Many otners
Fe. '
who suffer similarly will be glad to
In closing this proclamation for the
Mr. Stewart's experience.
first state election In the State of New benefit by
For sale by all druggists.
Mexico, Issued by the last governor of
the Territory of New Mexico, I canA Soul Stirring Drsma Is presented
not refrain from offering my congratulations to the people of the new by the Vitagraph players in The Sac
state upon the realisation, though long rifice.
deferred, of their hopes and aspira
tions for admission Into the union upIf you want anything on earth try
on an equality of all other states there a New Mexican Want Ad.'
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Wills Act.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

-

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

three-fourth-

THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST

INSTITUTION IN

two-thir-

COURSES-COMMERC-

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

BROTHER EDWARD,

.

vh

PRE5

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School In the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A FINLET.

fffe

r

Van

For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

Reliable School Shoes!
We have made special preparations to

get together the best assortment of strong,
School Shoes, and our
neat,
exceptionally low prices will be easy on
The prices ar;e shaved
your pocket-boodown to the lowest point possible, as we
do not believe in big profits and few
sales, but prefer small profits and many
satisfied customers.
well-fitti-

ng

k.

Shoes for Boys.
WE HAVE THEM IN

Box

Calf,

Valour, Kangaroo,

Russet, Tan,
and Patent Leather
BUTTON OR LACE

one-hal-

,

from Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

ALL PRICES, FROM

$1.35to$3.50
A PAIR.

Our line of FERRIS SHOES we
can honestly rec- commend to everybody who wants something extra good and neat.

For Girls

ALL STYES, BUTTON OR LACE.

-

Vici Kid, Gun Metal or Patent Leather.
Prices range
from

$1.00 to $3.50

Pair

fokn Wflueqer
3

THE SANTA
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$i.50
1.00

.......

Weekly, per year

.

.

'.

L J.

2.00
50

per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The Ne Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postotflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
anion the intelligent and progressive people oi uie soumwesi.
fUNION( WlLABtX?

How About That Fire Insurance? j

at
The supreme court reconvened
2 o'clock this afternoon all the Judges
having returned from Albuquerque
where they attended a meeting of the
New Mexico Bar Association.
Case No. 1411, L. Current et al ap
pellants, vs. The Citizens Bank of Aztec, appellee, was up this afternoon.
This is the famous case involving the
purchase of a., stallion from Ohio. At

Then Act!

Think About It!
THE

j

FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

MOULTON-ESP- E

PALEN,

J.B.

Santa Fe Planing Mill

READ,

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO.

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

i

President'

A. Hfc'GHESw

TIE

COMPANY
:

torney J. M, Palmer, Farmington, and
Perkins and Main, of Durango, appear
as attorneys for the appellants, and
Abbott and Abbott of Santa Fe for the
This is .the last case for
appellees.
argument at this session of the su
preme court which expects to adjourn
Saturday after handing down several
more opinions.

AUGU8T 30, 1911.

WEDNESDAY,

IT. M.
.

Supreme Court Reconvened This Afternoon and Hears Case Involving Purchase of Stallion.

Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postotflce.
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six months

FE,

L

THE NEW TALXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Vice President.
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
General Manager.
Secretary-Treasure-

WeekVy.

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

LAST CASE TO BE ARGUED
AT THIS SESSION.

SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, pei week, by carrier
Daily, per xonth, by carrier.. . .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
faiiy, per year, Dy mail

TE

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

:
:
Capital Stock,
$150,000
Undivided
and
80,000
Profits,
Surplus
v

Transacts a general banking business la all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in thebanking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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LET THE PEOPLE CHOOSE.
There annears to be more than one
candidate for high position at the
first state election in New Mexico,
who resembles Grant before he was
defeated for the third nomination
for the presidency, when his bosom
friend Sherman wrote of him: "He
could so nobly rest on his laurels, but
his family and his personal depend- ents prod him on, and his best friends
feel a delicacy about offering advice
not asked."
It is much better for any party to
have as its candidates men that re-spond to a clear call from the pubon
the
men
by
than
egged
rather
lie,
ambition of family or the flattery of
"
sycopnanis, to
effort to attain au honor that event
ually turns to Dead Sea fruit.
How much wiser was General Sherman, when before the 1884 convention
at which he could have been nominated for President, he wrote: "I
would account myself a fool, a madman, an ass to embark in a career
that may at any moment become
tempest-tosseby perfidy," and later
John B. Henderson, chairman of
"Prevent, if you
the convention:
the mention of my name; should
a break occur after the first ballot
and my name be presented as a com- promise, decline for me; lastly, if in
spite of such declination I should be
nominated, decline with emphasis. Inot for a million dollars subject myself and family to the ordeal
a political canvass, and afterward
to a four years' service in the White
House."
James Ford Rhodes, who relatesfacts in the September Scribner's, adds as to Garfield at the crit- moment in the 1880 national convention: "But his characteristic vacil- lation prevented him from taking the
glorious action of his life, that
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.

CO

Good House, City Water, Electric Lights. Large
Lot with a number of Fruit Trees and Berry
Bushes. Stable and Corral. Just what you

tell-

ITIES OF OUR DRUGS,

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

An Ideal Home

i

The market closed irregular. The
market shook off the depressing effect
VOtlJtaH

mm

ing of the

'A

I

our
THAT through

.
high figure.
Closed Irregular.

'

i ADOLPH

Bl

w

V,

.75
1.00

.
.

SEE THE DISPLAY

.

'

$ .50

$ .75 values,
1.00 and $1.25 values,
"
1.50 and 2.00

ARRIGHI

.

the year. Buying for the short account placed the list by noon generally above yesterday's closing. On
the "curb'VStandard Oil lost 11 points
following yesterday's rise of 46 points.
Bonds were steady.
bought or made
any
benign v aiiey DreaK.
;'
Isolated
';
t
poijkta of weakness cropped
'?'
7
price.;?
out in the afternoon session but the
market held well until
before 2
We also have "Diamond Flour," A o'clock when a sudden just
break in Lehigh Valley to 1561-4- , carried the
High Grade Colorado Milling that is whole active list down a
fraction. In
the outside market, Standard Oil fell
a leader in its class.
to 616, compared with 645 yesterday's
DAILY RECEIPTSOF

MAKEtS.

MADE TO ORDER

FURNITURE

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

& Son

CAIPENTEIS

.

PAINTING

(By Special Leased Trire to New Mexican)
New York. Aug. 30. Trading in
stocks was largely 'in the hands of pro
fessional operators during the morning session. A sharp bear attack at
the opening, upset prices for a time
but the losses were recovered. Labor
troubles on the Harriman lines result
ed in continued
weakness of those:
shares and Union Pacific and South
ern Pacific touched new low points for

In Hands

GLOVES!

: GLOVES!

PROPRIETOR.

S't

Write Pecos

Carria ge& Automobile

VM.I.

I

at

and Mora Rivers,' Holy Qbdafc Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph Glorieta

-

'

Week

JM5

?,

CARPETS

AXMINSTER

ll

you buy our.

IT IS OUR LEADER sure
it is and why? Because
no. better FiduirCcan be

Best of Beds

Pure Spring; VVatef

Col

. No. Invalids

Pecos

...

c

MATTING

COCO AND DALT0X

Kansas

want the best that
conies to Santa Fe then

Patent

Ranch )

(Old Spark

AND PORCH CHAIRS,

SWINGS

US Of

last veek with the intention of;
going though to Trinidad, left for
their home this, morning by way of
City Corn-Fe- d
Santa Rosa, which makes it possible
to talce the Torrance-Roswestage
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
road the latter part of their journey,
and avoid much of the bad roads they
Veal and Lamb.
struck coming up. Las Vegas Optic.
W. B. Douglass, U. S. .examiner of
surveys, who has completed the survey of the proposed Pajarito National Home-Dresse- d
Poultry, Fresh
Cliff Dwellers :Park, eighteen miles
west of Santa i Fe; today received
Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
transportation from the Smithsonian
Institute, for the huge antelope head
he had recently found In one of the SCHILLING'S BEST
COFFEE, TEAS,
game pits of the Pajarito Park.
AND
BAKING
POWDER
EXTRACTS
W. R. Fleming of Beaumont, Tex.,
'
an oil expert, who has Inspected the.
seven Lakes field in McKiniey coun- Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
ty. is in Santa Fe for several davs.
to look after land office plats and filLAUGHLIN BLOCK,
ings in the district. He declares that'
the Seven Lakes region will be great-- !
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
er than Beaumont. He is here with'
W. F. Reed, a'lso interested in the

Trading Was

Boss

CO.

lMrkthirirt-leade- r

ICCU.

UNION AND SOUTHERN PACIFIC
MAKE NEW LOW POINT.

If you

&

Where Sltis"
faction is absolutely

arrive. Former Delegate to the constitution- al convention. Squire Hartt, a political
of Taos county and prominent
merchant of the Taos valley, will ar-- ,
rive tonight over the Denver and Rio .
Grande. Mr. Haxtt will visit the south-- j
ern part of the territory and will re--:
turn in time for the Republican meet-- ;

,

new oil field.

DESIGNS.

MOST BEAUTIFUL

S. KAUNE & CO.

!

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

i

H:

Cents Per Yard

Our only idea in naming such
prices is to clean up and make
room for FALL ARRIVALS.

.

SANTA FE, -

PLAIDS

Variety of Colors and DesignsAll Clean,
Bright Stock at the rediculous

ni
"L.AZ.A DAlvtKY

of

:

Must Go Below Cost !

SCOTCH

j

came

!

50c values 35c

A letter received tcday from Dr E.
Almon Leonard, the well known den- tist, says that he and Mrs. Leonard
are well and expect to return home
soon. Dr. Leonard is visiting relatives
in Glover, Vermont, and Mrs. Leonard
is with her family in Boston.
Miss Laura Wood, daughter of Pro--j
A "7 A
DA
fessor and Mrs. J. A. Wood, left this
morning over the Santa Fe, for Bas-- ; FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
cone College, Oklahoma, where she
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
has accepted a' position to teacn in
.the department of mathematics and to Confectionery, Fruits and Groceries
give Instruction tn the violin
r eshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday
Rev. James Qrattan Mythen, who
Phone, 152 Red.
did such splendid work while in
AM ADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
charge of the Church of the Holy
Faith in this city, has accepted an appointment at Calvary Church, Wilkes-BarrPhone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
Pennsylvania, and may be addressed at Calvary Parish House, 365
North Main Street, Wilkes-BarrA. Staab, accompanied
by his son
Julius, ha 8 returned from Europe,
Mr.l
where he spent the summer.
Staab had a delightful trip, much im-- j
proved in health and now that he is
back in Santa Fe he has Joined the!
automobile brigade, having purchased'
a high class touring car which willThC DlflCC
eooxk

Beautiful Patterns

That Popular Dress Material

Will Reid of the Rawlins Journal, was
elected today as grand chancellor of
the Knights of Pythias grand lodge
for Wyoming at the meeting of the
grand lodge in this city.
Mrs. larie Jenssen was elected as
grand chief of the Pythian Sisters
for Wyoming, the grand lodge of this
order also being In session here. Both
lodges wiil meet next year at Moore- croft, Wyoming. The meeting of the
grand temple will complete tonight
by a grand ball and banquet.

who was, obliged by

-

POPLINS

Grand
Jen-

(Bv Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 30. Editor

'

ESTATE

57

103

114 12.

i

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

-

Max Nordhaus,

Sugar 11 bid;
Great Northern pfd.
1215-8- ;
New York Central 103,
Northern Pacific 115
Reading
H0
Southern Pacific 108; Union
701-81661-2;
;
Pacific
Steel
pfd.
Amalgamated

illness to take to his bed a few days
ago following his first attempt to resume business after a surgical operation, was reported today as considerably improved. Las Vegas Optic.

Pal-lac-

t

j

J

Marshall Field Company of Chicago, Is
at the Palace Hotel.
Miss Leaionj who has been visiting
Mrs. Charles E. Linney has returned
to her home In Chicago.
Professor Fleming J. Bowlds will
leave for Raton where he will SDend
the coming year teaching.
Mrs. Matilda Coxe Stephenson, the
ethnologist, was in Santa Fe today
from her ranch in the Espanola valley.
W. F. Reed of Albuquerque, is here
on mining business. He is at the
He formerly lived in Santa Fe.
Mounted Policeman John W. Collier
has returned to Estancia from a trip
to El Paso, Cuervo and other points.
W. J. Clark of Denver, representing
the Western Newspaper Uni0n, was a
caller at the New Mexican office today.
W. A. Brumback ' accompanied
by
his niece, Miss Susan Perry, has returned to Estancia after a visit In
Santa Fe.
Attorney Frank Springer and his
son have returned to ,as Vegas after
bum
attending the Archaeological
mr school.
J. J. Watkins, L. E. Herndon, Ben
Donlin, Charles Dilly and D. C. Howell,
are residents of Willard registered at
the Montezuma Hotel.
u
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett of El Paso, will
receive tomorrow afternoon with Mrs.
Abbott at the Abbott home on Cerrll- -

Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN, AssC

PERSONAL MENTION

Attorney E. E. Martin ol Denver, is
at the Monezuma.
J. F. Quinn, a dry goods salesman of
St Joseph, Mo., is 'at the Palace.
Miss Ashton, one of the new teachers at the high school, has arrived in
the city.
Willard Barrows, representing the

a General Banking Business

Does

f

V.

los road, It being Mrs. Abbott's day
at home.
,
Attorney Perkins, one of the leading
lights of Durango, Colorado, is In Santa Fe, to argue a case before the supreme court. His last visit to Santa
' Fe was ten years ago.
Miss Iva N. Ashton of Boone, Iowa,
and Mrs. Meredith of Houston, Texas
teachers in Santa Fe public schools,
have arrived for the opening of the
schools on next Monday morning.
Miss Miriam Cartwright, the popular young daughter oi Mr. and Mrs. S.
G. CartwrighU will arrive tomorrow
from Chicago, 111., where she has spent
the last two months visiting relatives,
Mrs. Max Nordhaus has gone to
Trout Springs, the Xordhaus' summer
borne, where she will remain until bep.
tember 1, at which time she will return to Las Vegas with her children.
Las Vegas Optic.
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Electric IriiBa TJfcat Stay Hot ;:

Electric Toasters
Water

Hlt

J

-

;

n4 Percolaters

SERVICE
WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

DAY

:

AND

NIGHT

.

SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

,

FOR

Electric Stoves

,

Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
1

Santa Fe Water and Light Company
i

,1V
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I
7,i

Electric

Tea

Pots
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St. Louis Rocky
Pacific
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ot Blood

A Drop
Or

THE FORUM

DAUGHTER

Company.

Railway
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a little wcter from the human system when

thoroughly tested by the chief chemist at Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, BuCalo, N. Y., tells the
story of irr.povcrishc:! blood nerves exhaustion
or some kidney !ro'jb!o.
are
is
made without ca-a smuu part of the
work of the stcIT
p!
cad surgeons under
the direction cf Lr. I'.. V. 1 ;o.ce giving the best
medical advice possible vi:hout cost to those
who wish to write and make a full statement of
symptoms. An imitation of natures method of
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of
the blood and nervous force is used when you
take an alterative and glycerio extract of roots,
without the use of alcohol, such as
cvar-iiatio-

t

a

Prohibition a Failure in Kansas? I ciations and trust companies.
An overwhelming mapority of the Prohibition Facts Convert Judge Allen
"Thirty years ago I advocated the
people of Kansas say Prohibition Id)
(Read Up)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
Mayor Bil- - policy of restriction as the proper way
.(Read Down)
an undoubted success.
20
lard of Topeka says it is not. He re--; of dealing with the liquor problem,
STATIONS
19
, Miles
peats the thread worn, stereotyped ' and tnat the principles oi prohibition a
in
pm
were false.
Since then I have learn4 00
0
Lv.. Dea Moines. N. M...Ar
7 30
phrase: . "It don't prohibit."
3 50
Kumatdo
4
7 40
Ac- - ed ot tne immense advantages tnat
in
Church
"The
30
Representing
3
11
By
06
Dedman
8 15
the Anti-- , have accrued to Kansas as a result of
16
tion Against the Saloon
Oapulln
820
8 05
Compound
20
Vigil
5 85
and
Saloon
standing for the prohibition, and now I realize that it
League
2 45
25
50
Thompson
2 25
9 10
" I send you here defense of the homes of our great, is the proper solution of the liquor
81
Md.
Cunningham
Baltimore,
1 55
9 35
42
Which makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow of digestive juices, re('lifton House N.M
with the picture or my htteen year old new state against the ravages of the problem.
1 80
49
10 00
Ar
Raton, N.
stores the lost appetite, makes assimilation perfect, invigorates the liver and
to re-- j
me
who
y
will
Alice,
rum
!
continued
you
permit
uaugnier
It
lg
traffic,
in
is
Ar
Judge
strange,"
Katou.N.Sl
,Lv
2 3D
purifies and enriches the blood. It is the great
I
was restored to
9 49U1..
.. .Clifton House N'M....
2 47
to some statements now appear-jlein
of
the
the
to
claims
referring
and restorative nerve tonie. It makes men strong in body, active in mind
health by Lydia E.
9 32
.,
Preston.
48
....
8 07
in
the public press emanating purp0rted National Association of
and cool in judgment. Get what you ask for I
55
iJinkham's vegeta- ing
Koehler Junction.
3 46
wnen
of
the
from
Topeka?
Business
Manufacturers
and
mayor
Men,
She
ble
.Koehler..
Compound.
3 35
was pale, with dark he says 1he law Is "a failure" permit Wnlcn nas Deen misrepresenting con-m- e
68
...llOolfax
4 15
76
.0rro90SO
4 43
circles under her
to say that it is not the law, hut aitlon8 existing in Kansas in order to
LETTER LIT.
Lv
..Cimarron
00
Ar..
5
This dlgcredlt
It A 9"
eyes, weak and irri- the official who is "a failure."
"when business
Ar a7m "ess" 5 10
L- v- Cimarron
f letters remaining uncalled
List
table. Two different will be so much the clearer wnen it is i men caIm prohibition,
...Nash
6 18
tnat hy dumping m0ney into
.. Harlan
doctors treated her known that he is a
far in the postofflce at Santa Fe,
6 2S
.i
ot the saloons, and from there
to the
"""""
84
Cte Park, N.M... Lv ::::::::
6 45
Ar
"
and called it Green
Palace.
for week ' ending Aug. 26, 1911.
the
financed by
busia
the
organization,
that
breweries,
liquor
legitimate
Sickness, but she
R. A. Anderson, Gulfport, Miss.
(f net called far within two weekt
tneir
and
merby
of
and
ness
championed
the
worse
the
all
brewers,
grocer
dry goods
grew
W. D. Shea, City.
they will be sent ta the dead letter
jOonnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North'and'Soutb.
time. Lydia E.Pink- - satellites.
chant will be promoted, that it is to
ffice at Washington.
L.
John
Lamy.
recfSStage for Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston N.lM."
Hartley,
was
ham's Vegetable Compound
Prohibition does not prohibit in the interests of the legitimate busiN. M., at 9:00 A. m, dally except
Adams Express Co.
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
Stage leaves Cte Park. N, M., for
and after taking three bot- - Kansas. I tried all day to get a Dome ness to fill a man with that which inommended,
G. W. Prichard, CHy.
Black Pauben M.
ondsys. Fare it uu one way 13.50 round trip ; Ufty pound baggaxe carried free.
t tea she has retrained ner neaitn. tnar.Ks of
want
his
from
I
for
him
MKansas
following
City,
capacitates
for the soutb at 11:11 p. in. arrives from the to
whiskey in
O. & S train leaves Des Mclnes, N,
Clark Mrs. A.
Willard Barrows, Chicago.
your medicine. I can recommend it
to
or
statements
business.
ordinary occupation
tb at 4:88 a. m
for all female troubles." Mrs. L. A. ed to put these very
G. W. Gladding, St Louis.
Conway
Harry A.
any"We in Kansas are now especially
Corkran, 1103 Rutland Street, Balti- the test. I could not get a drop
Charles Zabrinskl, Denver.
Grace
G. DEDMAN,
F. M, WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
"This is prohibition Kansas" favored by being able to go into any
where.
more, Md,
Clem Russell, Denver.
Howe Forst
"Booze has city in tne state and go along its
P. Afent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
TTundreds of such letters from moth was the answer I got.
Louis.
F.
J.
Lucero Pantalion.- ,
Quinn,
St
not
be
offended
the
streets
clubs
and
of
out
the
what
by
pretty
been shut
ers expressing their gratitude for
Mrs. Jenie
Morris
ComHis
of
stench
saloons.
effectively," says the mayor.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Montezuma.'
Mora Amalia
for them have statement that there is more booze
(2)
Is not a farce, a fallacy,
"Prohibition
Eound has accomplished
Montoya Isidro
by the Lydia E. Pinkham in the home to tempt men than in the but in Kansas it is a brilliant sucGeorge W. Armijo, City.
Medicine Company. .Lynn, mass.
C. Baca, City.
Parr Lula C.
saloon, is so top heavy that it topples cess."
Louis.
E.
E.
Ford,
St
Advice.
This
Richley Mrs.
Heed
over without being pushed.
Youag Girls,
Declaration of Principles.
R. V. WIncheatt, Albuquerque.
Romero Narciso
cam
(lirls who are troubled with painful
dec
Missouri
The
the
following
very
emphatic
Last
fall,
during
R. G. Cobbett, Tesuque.
Shaw Mfg. Co.
or irrecrular periods, backache, head
same
state
of
was
at
the
made
laration
similar
principles,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Haggard and
sensations, faint paign, the mayor
Shoemaker
Bernardita
ache, dragging-dow- n
T m
his
of
time adopted:
It stirred the people
cuuuu iano ments.
Roswell.
Suaso Elias
liiuigestiuii,
ing Spells oraction
an4 aM poiata ta New Msss-to-o,
and be restored to own city, and they called a mass We, the citizens of Topeka and Kan child,
immediate
J. J. Watkins, Willard.
la calliig far thesa letters pleaat
I condensed a report of it sas in mass meeting assembled do
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege. meeting.
Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
L. E. Herndon, Willard,
Uta wkatkar "advertised" ar nat
have been frnm the leadine Toneka daily as hereby proclaim:
Thousands
table
Compound.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Tkaaea
Ben Donlin, Willard.
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
restored to health Dy its use.
First That there is not a saloon
follows:
Charles
Dilly, Willard.
of
in existence within the borders
Write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn,
A Kansas Mass Meeting.
D. C: Howell, Willard.
Kansas.
Mass., tor advice, tree.
E. C. Perkins, Durango.
Mayor Billard, of Topeka, caused it.
law is
Second
That
the
prohibitory
He had only said, unwisely, of course, as well enforced In Kansas as any
Hal Case, Pueblo.
Juanita Moore, Fayetteville, Ark.
"it don't prohibit." All Kansas resent- other law on our statute books, and
better.
Topekans
knew
N.
ed
J. Clark, Denver.
that.
They
111111
enforced than any high
Three thous- far better
M. R. Mackelman Shoemaker.
called a mass meeting
state.
law
other
in
license
any
OR
E. Martin, Denver.
and came to it. They dissented from
ThirdThat the influence of the E.
SANTA
of his
W. D. Shea, Santa Fe.
the mayor. The single mention
moral
is
of
Kansas
law
ti . prohibitory
Grant County.
c I rr
A. Quigley, Santa Fe.
J.
name w L!
"
the
evidenced
as
beneficial
,
by
Silver City, N.
Aug. 30. Show tenance for the saloon. Not even V and
Harvey S. Lutz, Santa Fe. ,
cf
onrl
lcan
Qntornrioin
Los
AA
vutii
pi i will
ROUTE
ing the effect of the passage of the shadow.
F. G. Rtngland, City.
Kansas knows. They are Vicail)
which
have
of
cities
prosper
Kansas,
statehood resolution upon capital in done with it. Done forever.
S.
Charles
Brown,
Albuquerque.
Diego,
ed under the prohibitory law.
F. H. Helm, Denver.
investing in this sec -- on, is the deal
On the platform sat men. Simply
Fourth That we take it for granted
this week whereby Los Angeles capi- men. not
H. W. Hoklas, Denver.
San Francisco,
. .
jelly fish. They were bank
no American citizen whether he
tal took over the property of the Bo ers, leading business and professional thata
R. Perry, Albuquerque.
drinker
or
moderate
is
prohibitionist
.
.
IV.
hemian Mining company, for $100,000 men.
P. T. Lonergan, Albuquerque.
Par rates and full iaforawtioa
Asnamea to sn on iue in- has any regard or love for saloons,
RETURNING
Not Hence we realize that the crucial
George O. Keck Albuquerque.
cash, and immediately began work up- form in a prohibition meeting?
Aon the rich silver properties. This is, in Kansas.
Fred Dillon, Albuquerque.
Via Portland, $68.35
Among them was the tests as to the. merits of prohibition
A. R. Smith, Louisville, Miss.
El Paso Teams.
perhaps, the greatest evidences of the world famous author of "In His Steps must be: First: Is prohibition best
,
J. A. Wood, Kansas City.
business faith people have in the ap Rev. C. M. Sheldon, and E. L.
for public morals? Second: is pro
Tickets on Sale Daily Until
proaching state government.
secretary and treasurer of the hibition a financial success?
Coronado.
September 30th.
The properties have in the past pro Santa Fe Railroad. Living on tms line
Fifth As to prohibition being
RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31, 1911
duced more than $750,000 in rich sil of road, his words will deeply inter-lgreHugtt C. Franks, Santa Rita.
help ln the upUft of the moraig
ver ores and have scarcely been pro
est us. He gives a statement of the, , tn neot,ie
the answer of Kansas Thomas S. Miller, Bisbee.
r
Liberal
Privileges.
A. Miller, Denver.
pected as yet. The new company is views of railroad men regarding pro is: That never, since the Sermon- on
'
SANTA
ALL
FE
THE WAY.
Tobalo
A. R. McLaughlin,
Campo.
already actively at work, and it is be- hibition.
the Mount, has a doctrine been pre
R. L. Douthitt and family, Lexing
For information, timetables
lieved that the cleanup of the mine
scribed and practiced that has been
Prohibition Helps Railroads.
alone will yield more than $10,o00,
and literature, call on or ad
He stated that all the roads prohibit more beneficial to men and women, ton, Mo,
W. A. Benard, Madrid.
and as soon as this cleanup is made, their employes from drinking intoxi
Sixth As to prohibition being
dress,
systematic development 'will begin on cants, and he declared that these financial success, the answer of KanH. S. LUTZ,
on
want
earth Try
If
an extensive scale.
regulations resulted from the benefic sas Is: That the capital stock of pro a yauMexicananything
SANTA FE, N.M
want
ad.
Nw
and
is
law
upon
e
way
unlimited
it
All
is
hibition
that
will
ore
of
treated in El ial results
the prohibition
the
one
Rio
after
that
above par and still soaring
Paso.
the railroad employes of Kansas
Two important bodies of ore were sninnns were driven from the state there are 1,700,000 prohibition stockholders in this state and that the
encountered in the Pinos A.tos district nearly thirty years ago.
..
n steel trust and all other trusts in the
of
within the past two weeks. One is
mo.
t want to nearuiy endorse mi .V
upon the property of R. P. Clark, about railroad men the prohibitory law of, United States combined are not to
more people
"This be compared with prohibition, when
five miles north of the city, where he Kansas," said Mr. Copeland.
to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mall and pasis developing a group of four claims, law has done more for railroad men it comes to declaring and disbursing
BEST FISHING GROUNDS
each
excess
regular
ticket,
baggage
Kansas
dividends
in
N.
ior
M., and
sengers between Vaughn,
promoition
Assays show that the ore runs better than any other one thing.
at the rate of 15.00 per hundred lbs
IN COLORADO AND
than $50 per ton in gold, silver and
"Before the prohibition law was pays a dividend from 10 to 100 per Roswell, N. M connecting with the
We are equipped to carry any kind
lead with about a three foot vein, and adopted in this state, it cost the Santa cent every weekly pay day.
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock IsMEXICO.
Therefore, we of Kansas proclaim
Mr. Clark is confident that he has a Fe thousands of dollars every month
of
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
To
Railroads
land
and
the
Atchison.
large shipping proposition.
to pay for property destroyed by em-- that, as a financial proposition,
Fe
Santa
Railroad.
ft
peka
the
and
is
hibition
indirectly
directly
Special rates are given for excurThe other was upon the property of
who were under the influence
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar
G. W. Ellis, in the vicinity
of the nflinuor. Today the managers of our greatest and only safe and sure get
sions, for eight or more passengers.
Roswell
2:00
at
fii.
rive
in
p.
Mammoth mine, north of the town of railroad companies will not employ rich scheme in all the world.
For Further Information Call on or Address.
For further information, write the
arLeaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m.,
We also tell all the world, to reject
This has rePinos Altos, and assays from a 100- - men who are drinkers.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
m.
5:30
at
in
made
rive
all
p.
Vaughn
by
and
of
attempts,
utterly any
pound shipment for assay in El Paso sulted from the prohibitory laws
Interested parties or .by whomsoever
better than $70 per ton.
Kansas.
in made to persuade them that prohibl"Knw w have 4.300 employes
There is a four-foo- t
vein of ore, and
aanta tta shnns in Toneka. The tion in Kansas is not a good tmng.
Mr. Ellis nas taken out about 20 tons
OR
We, of Kansas, assembled here In
for a test shipment, and feels confi- records of the building and loan asso- n
dent that he can make regular ship- elation will show that they own their, the Capital of the State, tonight an-and
unequivocally
hesitatingly
money,
are
and
ments from the property as he develsaving
homes,
Today we.nounce to all the world that prohibit-,ino- their hills.
"
ops it.
have the most stable class of citizens ion is the best thing that ever hapSocorro County.
to
morally
financially,
Kansas,
Kelly, N. M., Aug. 30. A new boiler of Topeka employed in our shops. pened
and hoist are being installed on the They are industrious and temperate. and every other way.
EVERY LAWYER AND
Let the public draw its own conclu
whom we want
lower shaft of the
com- The class of people
sions
between the statement of 3,000
about,
not
drift
pany. A number 7 Cameron pump will here are those who do
one Topekan. Thank
be put in place of the number 5 to but who own their homes and educate Topekans and
for
the
space.
you
ing
children.
their
handle the flow of water.
Very truly yours,
W. G. Swart, western representative
"We feel tnat the prohibitory
JAS. I. SEDER,
and
of the American Lead & Zinc com- movement is a great movement,
League of
Superintendent,
endorse
to
want
we
men
railroad
as
15, New Mexico
pany, is on a trip of inspection of the
New
Mexico.
1911
company's property here. Some very it."
of
Decisions
Saves Trains and Souls.
good ore has been cut recently on the
Tag Your Dogs Marshal Sena went
for
is
responsible
Kansas
directly
Lynchburg group.
New Mexico
out today in quest of dog taxeswhich
The leasers on the Juanita are mak- the regulation of the railroads of the
are
$1.25 for males and $1.75 for fe
their
employes
1910
1909
ing regular shipments of high grade country, prohibiting
ac- males, the tag being
necessary on
zinc carbonates to the Gras Belt in from drinking or entering saloons,
" Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
Fe.
A
suitable
in
Santa
canine
cording to Mr. Copeland, secretary every
Kansas.
Mr. dog heaven has been arranged and the
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
Oliver Rox of Cleveland, Ohio, trav- and treasurer of the Santa Fe.
Fe owners of dogs who do not "come
Santa
the
Poneland
declared
that
" BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
eling agent for the Sherwin-William- s
recognized the good effect of ithrrougB" with the tax may find their
auickly
Paint
"
is
here inspecting
Company,
to be raced Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct
prohibition, after Kansas adopted pro- animals m tne heaven ere many days.
holdings in the camp of that company.
13. This stake was given by the BLACk-WELL- 'S
nnd issued orders against Chloroform Is to be used as the dogs'
hibition,
P. K. Cook's lease is still making
DURHAM TOBACCO CO.
.,
liquor drinking by Its employes. Other locomotion.
regular shipments.
roads followed, until now. every rail1
BASEBALL EVERT DAY
EXCITING HORSE RAGES
road ln the country will not employ!
drinking men.
Covers Vofantes I to 9 Inclusive,
"Every one knows that railroads
Ton
Upon
do not pishlbit their employes from
r
Price $5.00, Postpaid
drinking nooze to save their souls
to
do
it
to
but
from going
they
hell,
OU
from running
keep their employes
the railroad company's trainB to Recommended by the Medical
ISAAC BARTH, President.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Secretary-Manage- r
hell," declared Loveland as an illusProfession.
tration of the way liquor drinking is
business
EAST.
The hpst. RAfs nnrl nprfivtlvknrm.
regarded by the legitimate
'
1pi trRarmiir tui fWcnei?i anA flic
Interests of the country.
Missouri Code
SANTA
N.
eases of the stomach and intestines, is
Notice for PuDUcatlon.
Notice for Publication.
M.,
Prosperity Follows Prohibition.
and
to
the
on
the
presented
Not coal land,
Sermon
public
prepared
the
since
TO
"Never,
by Saiz de Carlos, a physician, surNot coal.
Mount, has a doctrine been preached
department of the Interior,
(
and pharmaceutist of undoubted
Chicago, Ills., . . .
$50.35
U.
S.
of
has been more geon
tue Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
that
and
Department
practiced
and
iu Europe.
standing
highest
St.
repute
Mo
Louis,
declar44.35 beneficial to men and women,"
U. S. Land Office at Santa re, N. M.
Postpaid
Form for Missouri Pleading : : : Price
This remedy,
July 29, 1911.
St. Paul, Minn
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
July 31, 191L
. 50.35 ed C. K. Holliday, who also declared
that the prohibition law in Kanstts is
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July Denver, Colo
COMPILED LAWS 1897.
21.10
as well enforced as any other law on
Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on 30, 190G, made homestead entry, No. Colorado
18.15
Springs,
is
and
the statute books of the state,
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
for the NE
of Section
SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
16.35
better enforced than any license law
.
for SW
of section 25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P. Pueblo, Colo.,
No.
state.
other
in
M.
any
12
12
N.
N, range
meridian, has filed notice of intention
14, township
E,
DATES OF SALE,
1891, IWI, IWJ,
IM7, Wflf
William Macferran, president of the
r
P. meridian, has filed notice of inten- to make final
proof, to esfinan
until
of
the
30th.
told
Daily
Return
riffM WMnnlMllArin .11 mm. nltwwlM.fift
State Saving Bank,
Sept.
tion to make final five year proof, to tablish claim to the land above deof the digestive functions, provided I
cial benefits to the citizens ot Topeka diseases
limit, October 31.
establish claim to the land above" de- scribed, before register or receiver, U.
there be no incurable organic deterioration.
FOR SALE BY THE
from
resulted
Low
had
which
and
Kansas
Rates
to
Other
who have crcscribed Stomallx. '
Summer
Physicians
S.
Resorts
Land Office at Santo Fe, N. M., on
scribed, before register or receiver,
as the sole medicine for their patients in dys- - L
i the
that
said
laws.
He
prohibition
LIBERAL
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., the 14th day of September, 1911.
PRIVILEGES.
pepsia and other stomach troubles, report that
there are 20,000 deposit accounts in cases
or thirty yenri standuif nave reauuy i
Claimant names as witnesses: Jaon the 13tn da of September, 1911.
ToSANTA
of
rieiura to mis ircuuncut.
FE
THE
tanks
ALL
other
and
WAY.
the
savings
Plaas
cinto
names
Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Claimant
witnesses:
sivmsiixsuiKna RraiTsynnDsm
c&psuie 1 le tiVHH- For information, time-table- s,
.imii.lMl
nf nprfiu'tninff ita wnrlr
peka, and the building and loan asso
cido Lopez, Emiterio Leyba, Macarlo Martinez, Blcente Lucero, bota of
'
cent In its action, relieving pain and toning
and
SANTA FE, NEW ISSXKX), .
showing
ciations
trust,
companies,
etc., call on or address,
the entire system it is annd for the youthful
Leyba. Isabel Leyoa, all of Leyba, Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales Isathat nearly two out of every four men, and
the Sfreri. It nrreets the ailments, of
'
N. M.
of
N.
M.
Glorieta,
bel,
.
women and children in Topeka have coiKUen. oola oy uu lrnntti$tt
H. S. LUTZ,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL B. OTERO.
v
Santa Fe, N. M. money in the bank, or its equivalent C rouHtt a co., asmu, u. s., mm York.
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bench. Judge M. C. Mechem, will unnomidoubtedly be the Republican
nee for the district judgeship of Socorro, Valencia and Sierra counties.

Candidate for Sheriff.
W. T. Dufur has announced himself
as a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for sheriff of San Juan
county.

Unholy Stillness.
The unholy stillness of the DemTorrance County Republicans.
how they alone,
Chairman Acasio Gallegos of the ocrats concerning
Torrance County Republican commit- single and unaided secured statehood
tee, has called a meeting at Estancia for New Mexico is appalling. If they
on September 9.
have any canned enthusiasm anywhere
they must be Inhaling it. Raton
Torrance County Democrats.
Range.
e
The Democratic county central
The Scrap Heap.
'will meet at Estancia on September 2, to name the time and place
Up to date Santa Fe, Bernalillo and
for holding the county convention.
San Miguel counties are running a
close race for the honor of presenting
A Woman Candidate.
the most candidates for offices under
Word conies from Silver City that statehood.
The scrap heap will rival
Republicans and Democrats may unite Goat Hill in size when the few "good
com-mitte-

n
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come out as one of New Mexico's first
senators, and he deserves to be sent
to Washington, to there direct the des
tinies of the new state in the same capable manner under which he secured
for New Mexico, statehood.
Santa
Rosa Sun.

,

'

in nominating Miss Isabella L. Eckles men- and true" are selected.
for county school superintendent of Range.
Grant county.

Raton

Has Journal Sold Out?
The Las Vegas Optic and the Albu
Why Not?
If the Roswell Publishing Company querque Herald are authority for the
would publish a socialist paper in the statement that former Governor Herbasement er garret of its new build- bert J. Hagerman and Levi A. Hughes
ing the newspaper field of Chaves are negotiating for the purchase of
county would be covered. Pecos Val- the Albuquerque Morning Journal for
political reasons. The report appears
ley, News.
absurd on its surface for no business
man buys a newspaper for political
Credit Where Credit is Due.
We don't object to giving Delegate reasons and no good politician buys
is already for him.
Andrews all the credit due him. What- a newspaper that mmm
ever good he has accomplished let
Why Sigh?
him have .the proper credit Clovis
The Democratic party will make
Journal,
every effort to carry New Mexico in
the first state election. Plans are beBarkis Is Willing.
One of Fort Sumner's most strenu- ing considered for bringing in some
ous opponents of statehood is willing of the national party 1 aders to assist
"
of
to go to the legislature or anywhere in the work. Other
national reputation may also be imelse where the pickings are good.
Fort Sumner Review.
ported. There would be an enormous
"spell-binders-

Democratic Central Committee.
The Democratic central committee
of New Mexico is to meet at Albuquerque on September 7, Instead of September 5, as first announced, the latter date not giving sufficient time to
the Democratic leaders to find out
what the Republican committee might
have transacted at its meeting on

Grant County Candidates.
A Silver City correspondent rionps
out the following Democratic Blate for
Grant county: Sheriff Herbert J.
(the man who carries two
guns); for probate clerk, E. B. Vena- ble. or Hyman Abraham or John E.
Casey; for collector and treasurer.
Horace Moses: for assessor. D. J.
Mooney or Van T. Manville or Edward
Dickinson; probate judge, Coruelius
Bennett; superintendent of schools,
Sam W. Agee; for district judge, Colin
.Neblett of Silver City or J. R. Wad-dil- l
of Deming; district attorney AI- van N. White while W. B. Walton is
being groomed for governor.
The
same authority mentions the following
Kepubiican possibilities in Grant coan.
ty; Probate clerk. Harry W. Lamb or
James A. Shipley; for assessor, L. H.
Bartlett; probate judge, Hubert W.
Clark; Judge, Percy Wilson or Alford
W. Cooley; district attorney, R. F.
Hamilton.
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New Mexico

PROBEBT & COMPANY

Investments

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & 8tock.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
convocation second
Retail Lumber Yard
Monday of each month Merchandise,
at Masonic Hall a and other Businebi Opportunities
throughout Taoi county.
7:30 p. m.
Bank References Furnished
JOHN II. WALKER,
New Mestco.
H. P. Taos.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
DR. C. M. RILEY.
Santa Fe Comma nderj Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
McKillep's
Veterinary
No. I, K. T. Regular Graduate of
conclave fourth Mon College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
day In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Dentistry a Specialty
'
Office: East side of plaza, corner
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C. of Friaco and Shelby Sts.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Phone Red 138.

- -

my

Sixty-secon-

V'zi;"

d

Santa Fe idge of
Perfection No. 1, Htb

It is ell perfectly clear now. There
is only one man in all of New Mexico
who measures up to those standards
He is the editor of the only daily na.
per in the Gate City.
RIO ARRIBA THANKS

TAFT AND ANDREWS.
Big Jollification Meeting Held at Tier.
ra Amarilla in Burns Opera
House.

(Special Correspondence

of the New
Mexican.)
Tlerra Amarilla, N. M., Aug. 26.
A well attended jollification statehood
meeting was held here this evening
at the Burns opera house where such
speakers as District Attorney Alexan
der Read, T. D. Burns, O. O, Carr, J.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

degree. Ancient and Ac- RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
cepted Scottish Rite of
Phone, 21 6 Red
Free Masonry meets on OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
the third Monday of each month
Phone, 220 Black
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
Genito-lrinarDiseases.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
THE WASSERMAN & N0OUCH
y

J. D. SENA,

TESTS.

.

a

SALVARSAN "606"

p. 0. e.
ADMINISTERED.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Chemical and Microscopical Ex468, B. P. 0. E. holds
its regular session on aminations of blood, sputum, urine
the second and fourth and gastric contents. Directions
of each for collecting specimens given op
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth application.
era are inviteu and
State Nat. Bank Bld Albuquerque N M
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

WAN
FOR RKNT
house.
John Fflueger, the shoe man.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. 0. B. hold
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.

President

C. J. NETS,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead

No.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Secon'

and Fourth Thur
Delgado's
days,

, Hall.
C.

H. Foremau,
Cor.
Mrs. Daisy

G. Richie,

Sec.

Farmer.

Santa Fe Camp

13514.

M.

W. A.

Seo

WANTED A good cook lor a small
household. Address X, New Mexican.
FOR SALE Modern
house on Read Avenue. Inquire P.
Hesch.
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat.
son & Co.
eight-roome-

d

FOR SALE Must sell horse and
buggy cheap, on account of health.
Apply New Mexican.
EASTERN GENTLEMAN ot refinegood character, would like
to correspond with young lady ot
R. Hamilton,
Spanish descent.
New Mexico.

ment and

WANT To Exchange, a six room
house in Springfield, Mo., for real estate in Santa Fe or San Miguel counties. Call at the New Mexican office
for full description of property.

meets second Tues- OPPORTUNITY is simpry the apday each month, so
cial meeting tLird plication of energy to every day conTuesday at Elks ditions as they arise. We .pay bi
Hall. Vlsting neigh commissions, advance cash,
teach
bors welcome.
M. Cutting delegates to the Third
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
Conditions are favorable. Write for
National Conservation Congress which
terms. Salem Nursery Company,
meets in Kansas City September 25 to CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
2Gth. Gifford Pinchot is a member of
Salem, Oregon.
the executive committee.
Santa 'Fe Camp No.
TYPEWRITERS.
The official call states that "the gen6673, R. N. A. meets
eral objects of the National Conservfourth Tuesday of Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
ation Congress as set forth In its con
platens furnished. Ribbons and supsoeach month;
stitution are (1) To provide for discial meeting third plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
rented. Standard makes handled.
cussion of the resources of the United
Tuesday at Elks' and
States as the foundation for the pros
HalL Visiting All repair work and typewritea guarExperity of the people. (2) To furnish
neighbors welcome anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
definite information concerning 'the
change. Phone 231.
NETTIE VICKROY,
resources and their development, use
Oracle.
and preservation. (3) To afford an FLORENCE RISING.
Herewith are some Dargalns offered
tow the New Mexicsa
which
the people of
agency through
Recorder.
rrUUng ee
the country may frame policies and
paay; Code of Civil Procedure of the
principles affecting the conservation
Territory ot New Mexico. 1897. sheep
and utilization of their resources, to
bound, $1; paper bound. 76c Missouri
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
be put into effect by their representa
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
tives in state and federal govern
the two for 110.
16;
Pleadings.
ments."
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico. 1889. 1991 and 1993,
n

English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexihlt
1.36;
Practice in the Distri t Court as Cover Pock't Dockets, single,
Now
well as before the Supreme Court ot two er more books, $1 each.
Supreme Court Reports, No
the territory.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico. 8 and 19 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
ilatlea Corporation Lavs, 76 c.
Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
C. W. G. WARD
Jigeet of New Vixlce Report. 9sV
Territorial District Attorn y
sheen. Jfi.60: full list school blanks.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
Never leave home on a Journey
without a bottle of Chamberlain's
E. C. ABBOTT
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Attorney-at-LaIt is almost certain to be needed and
Practice in the District ana 6u cannot be obtained
when on board
and
carefui
preme Courts.
Prompt
the cars of steamships. For sale by
xo
all business.
attention given
all dealers.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico
If you want anything on earth try
G. W. PRICHARD
.
a Want ad in the New Mexicaa
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

,

'

Secreta.-y-

Mastei

Santa Te Chapter No.
1, R. A. M. Regular

golden-tongue-

'

UXNEt.

CHA5. E.

pick-ings.-

Don't let us add to the number."
Then it does not want to have any
one who is holding office now or any
one who already has held high office
and "have already profited in honors
and rewards at the hands of their fel
low citizens
and the account Is
square." . That excludes William X
Mills,- Charles Springer and the majority of the others.
The Range then continues:
"The candidate should be weighed
carefully and if he cannot measure up
to the standard chuck him into the discard. Elections in other states show
thetendency of the people toward
and oratory, silver or
golden tongued is not going to buy
much.'..' "
,.?:'.' - ;
'
"It's facts the voter wants not

Santa Fe

H. H. DORMAN,

..

-

The Man of the Hour.
The Republican party of New MexJUDGE M. C. MECHEM.
ico and the commonwealth at large
have cause to rejoice over the achievements of Delegate Hon. W. H. AnSeptember 4.
Demohis own
drews in securing at the last hour, crats aresuccessor,of while the Bobbins
Charles
talking
For 8upreme Bench.
statehood; after all seemed lost AlGross-Kell- y
&
Company. AlbuThe Raton Range has launched though Mr. Andrews had been harsh- of
Journal.
querque
Judge Clarence J. Roberts of that city ly criticized during his period of office
as a candidate for the supreme bench as delegate to Congress by both poliThe Range Eliminates.
,
of New. Mexico. It is also very prob- tical parties, the
d
critics
The
Raton.
Range eliminates in a
able that Judge Frank W. Parker, will must admit that he has been and made
n
editorial, all of the preshe one of the three nominees of the us the best delegate New Mexico ever
ent announced and unanounced candiRepublican party for the supreme had. No doubt, Mr. Andrews
will
dates for Congress and the governorship. It wants no "high school boys''
to begin with. However, they are excluded by law, for no one under thir11
"Mil
mm
"
iiiii.
t
jiu... .ij.ui pj j
T
-t , I,,
ty years can aspire for these offices,
'
'
I,. '
f
It eliminates the silver and
orators and that. would take
A. B. Fall, A. A. Jones, H. B. Ferguson and a host of others out of the
race. It eliminates all men over sixty
and that would exclude T. . Catron,
W. H. Andrews L. B. Prince, all ot
whom are over seventy. In fact, it
prefers men under fifty. It declares:
"Old age is a beautiful thing in the
abstract, hut there are too many fossils in the Senate museum already.

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land

Law.
New Mexico.
MASONIC.
Taos,
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
H. L. ORTIZ,
communiRegular
and Counsellor-at-LaAttorney
cation first Monday
Practicing before all the courts 10
of each month at
at the Territory.
Hall
Masonic

f

Alamogordo News.

WILLIAM McKEAN

Fraternal Societies

-

San Miguel Line-Up- .
The sentiment of San Miguel and
Mora counties is strongly for Govern
It
or Mills as United States senator and
Sol. Luna is the preference for gov
ernorthat is on the Republican side.
A. A. Jones is the only name mention
ed by the Democrats for Senator. W.
JUDGE CLARENCE J. ROBERTS- B. Walton is the Democratic pick for
congressman with Marron for govern
or. David J. Leahy could get the TERRITORY in the past to entitle you R. Ortiz and B. C.
Hernandez made
united support of northern New Mexi- to go before the people and ask their
Hon. Perfecto
eloquent addresses.
co for congressman on the Republican
support.
Esquibel presided and M. A. Gonzales
one
ticket, though occasionally
hears "Then,
to have and Carlos Manzanares acted as secyou
supposing
a word for Curry.
shown your title clear to a place in retaries.
Roberts seems to be the unanimous the
Resolutions were adopted extendticket, what kind of pledges not
choice for judge of the supreme court mere
promises are you going to make ing the most sincere thanks to Presiby the Republicans while the Demo as to
dent Taft, Delegate W. H. Andrews
specific legislation?
crats talk of W. G. Hayden of Las Ve
and other friends in Congress for the
"Show
know
that
what
you
the
peogas and H. L. Bickley of Raton, Chas.
need
and
want and then declare granting of statehood to New Mexico,
W. G. Ward could probably have the ple
and for their invaluable services in
nomination for district judge on the j your position in black and white not this connection.
The display of firemere
words.
Republican ticket, but he has made,
which was
works,
exceptionally
work
"The
of
the
first legislature
so good a record in the district at-- j
torney'a office that many want him to will either put New Mexico twenty
retain that position. United States years ahead or twenty years back."
Attorney David J. Leahy would pre-- j The plot thickens, the suspicion
fer the district judgeship to his pres-- . grows. But here is more light:
Don't you think we need mtn of
ent position if he is not selected fori
congressman and his assistant, Steph- exceptional mental and physical vigor
en B. Davis, is slated to go after the m the Lnited States Senate today?
United States senatorship. Herbert W. The
congress will Dass
Clark, the second assistant wants the on the most important legislation the
district attorneyship. The Democrats nation has seen for years.
are talking Larrazolo for district
"We need young men in the sense
of keen capabilities.
judge.
John S. Clark would like to he state "Maturity and experience are essen
senator, but will be satisfied with re- tial but they come to men under sixtj
tention in his present position as and more often at the fifties."
Don Eugenio
county commissioner.
Then comes another hunch:
Romero is also being talked of for the
"Party service has all been paid
senate.
for and neither the territory of old.
Little is heard of the county aspir the state Just born or
any part owes
ants. Apolonio Sena is an avowed
you a Job or a dollar.
candidate for probate and court clerk,
"You must win solely on your men
and it is said the present probate
w
your fitness for the position, and
its,
clerk, Lorenzo Delgado would like to if you go to iue United
States
Senate
retain the office. John H. York, the
you've got to deliver the goods.
present assessor, is being pushed as
"Six years is a long time to be misrepresented in the upper House of
PERFECTO ESQUIBEL,
Congress and New Mexico cannot, and
Who Presided Over Tierra Amarilla
will not stand for it.
Statehood Meeting.
"The next delegate to the House ot
Representatives from New Mexico
must understand that the people want
fine, was due to the generosity of Hon.
something more than pensions, post- Thomas D. Burns. Rio Arriba counoinces, party politics and garden ty is certainly proud of being one of
seeds.
the counties of the "State of New
"We have the material for states Mexico."
men in our midst and that is the kind
of man we want in both Houses.
MAYOR NAMES DELEGATES
"We want a representative who will
TO CONSERVATION CONGRESS.
REPRESENT the people and protect
Mayor
Seligman has appointed fortheir most important interests rather mer Governor
L. Bradford Prince, forthan play for petty, political
"
mer Governor M. A. Otero .and Bron-so-

advantage to the party in carrying
this first election. It is with a sigh
of regret that we consider the hope
lessness of the Democratic party's
hope.

if-

J

i

JUDGE FRANK W. PARKER.

PACE 8EVEN

Coat-ellatlo-

Practice in all the District

.

Court- -

and gives special twnbn to eases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Offce: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe. N. M

W.C.T.U.

1

,4ff

I

September

AtMHIla

tauhood Muting

One and

Santa Fe. N. U.

v- -

2'l

-3$

Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas. P. lasfey.
EA8LEY

'

VhoWti Lromlntnt at Ttom

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

Attorney-at-La-

":

explanations.
"Mr. Candidate,
what have you
done for New Mexico's improvement,
development and advancement?
"What have you done for your fellow" New Mexicans?
Don't care whether you have a dollar, or a million; Just show up what
you have accomplished FOR THH

CONVENTION

HARRY 0. MOULTOH

W. B. WALTON,
Whom the Democrats Are Grooming

,

for Governor.

Chas. R. Eaaley
EASLEY.
Attorneys aj Law.
Practice In the courts and baton
Land Department
Land arants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. 1L, branch Office Beta
CU, N. ML .
.

f

v

"

19-2- 2,

one-fif- th

191 ll
fare

for round trip, on certificate plan, from all
points In New Mexico,
providing there are 50
or more in attendance.

Datesof Sale, September

letvro

17

to

,

22

Limit, Sept. 25, 1911.

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
SANTA

FE, N. M.
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L. B. VickRoy's flaring trip through
Old Mexico during the crisis of the
revolution is in the store of the Santa
Fe Hardware Company on the Plaza.
It is a splendid mountain lion's skin.
The lion passed very close to the
X
camp the night before it was
VickRoy
X

Andrews "Cash" no.

THE. BUILT BOUND UP.

4
Santa Fe, N. M, Aug. 30.
X The weather tor New Mexico
It tonight and Thursday Is gen- X erally fair. Not must change
X in temperature.
X

BAKERY

GROCERY
44

MARKET

AND

UNCLE SAM"

38 38 38 38 36 38 38

Amethysts, Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

pi

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

We recommend Waltham Watches
because we believe them to be the
best. Our stock offers a wide assortment of

FILIGREE

Waltham Watches
You Owned

your Wall

Found on Don Gaspar avenue a
child's ring. Owner can have same
by calling at this office and paying for
this advertisement
Nothing more important than the
wood finishing of your house.
Try
us, we are always with you. Santa Fe
Planing Mill.
Fresh Oysters They are a delicacy
much longed for by Santa Feans and
Lupe Herrera of the Coronado hotel
,says he has just received a good sup- ply from Denver.
Killed By His
dez, aged fifteen
La Mesa, Dona
falling on

Felix Bermuyears, was killed at

Horse

Elected

-

Ana county, by his
him. Death was in- -

--

i

T

u

suii,.B.yhJf..;

:

1

1914-191-

The" Board

Education had a brief meeting yes-jE- .
terday in the office of Dr. J. H. Sloan.Supplies ere ordered for the Domestic Science department of the public
schools.
Mrs. Espinosa was elected
janitor of the second ward school.
In the report which apCorrection
peared in yesterday's issue of , the
mayor and council meeting Dean Williams the name "Beckwith" in the
talk made by Attorney B. M. Read,
was by mistake printed instead of
"Beckwell" which is the name of the
merchant referred to by Mr. Read, as
having left Franklin, Mo., in 1821, for
Santa Fe.
They Look Nice The pictures of
the actors and actresses in "The Man
From Home" which will be here Mon-daand Tuesday night 'at the Elks'
theater, now are in the window of
Fischer's drue store" and" they are
eood to look at The play has been
a great success in the Duke City and
no doubt there will be'a large seat
sale tomorrow at Fischer s drug store.
e
Two Edison Comedies and one
graph drama at the Elks' tonight.
v

Vita-hors-

j
stantaneous.
two Games With? Las Vegas .The
Last Chance to get dress material Las yegas Maroons will meet the San-a- t
away off prices.
Absolutely
Fe Grays on Saturday and Sunday
low cost. These are genuine bar- - on gt Mjcnaei'B grounds,. Both teams
gains that you cannot afford to pass,nave 'Den greatly strengthened and
by. W. N. Townsend Co.
judging from the game played last
wooa-uavi- s
uivcn uonirdgi xuv
Wood-Davi- s
were
Hardware Company
games next Saturday and Sunday will
yesterday given the contract for the be the fastest games seen this season
f team heating plant in the New Mexi- on the local grounds.
can Building on West Palace acenue.
f
Visitors From Las Vegas A
There were five bidders, three of
over El
come
have
automobiles
Wood-Davis
tbem from out of town. The
Camino real from Las Vegas during
hid was the lowest.
that the road
Lion Skin An interesting relic of the last week and report
is in an excellent condition between

j

vicuanu,

"--

,

"

i

i

j

I

wat:

:

'

name.

G. W. Booth called, testified that in
his conversation, Paul D. Beattie said:
SEPARATE? COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
"I don't think Henry killed his wife.
PEAS
SWEET
vari
I grow only the best and
to
me."
of
her
He always spoke well
Just before court recessed, H. M. eties, and they are especially fine now. No such Peas have
Smith, Jr., counsel for the defense
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
was shown a report that one of the
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
Jurors was a friend of the prisoner.
Now is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
It's all a lie," sam Mr. Smith, and the
prisoner himself leaned forward and
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
denied the report emphatically.
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Paul
beattie's
'veracity.
Impeach
Phone, Black 204.
Chesterfield, Aug. 30. Paul Beattie
was again called to the stand when
W. F. Baker, chauf
here and the Meadow City. Although court reconvened. at
the same time. "I
the bridge at San Jose is being recoij-- j feur, was called
said Mr. Smith to
to
ask
want
you,"
92....Phone. .,92
fora
the
one
may easily
structed,
on
"if
Paul
Saturday, after
Beattie,
Pecos river at that place; the water
did not. get
not being over eight inches in depth. the coroner's inquest, you
MARKET Real Estate Deal Statehood boom into an autoaiobile,
"I did."
is here. Already there's an increased
"Was this man Baker in the ma- demand for land in and near Santa
'
Fe. A little ad in the New Mexican chine?"
is an
"Yes."
QNE of the first requisites of a modern home
told of a small tract which was owned
rd
To
sanitary plumbing equipment.
were
by Miss M. Disette. It has been sold "Did you state then that. you
Ho- nTmnt
aaa
irniiicr
D
fall
all
iha
and
to
health
domestic
keep
the
to a Chicagoan, W. W. Hull by name,
for a neat sum, the property having cause your uncle Henry had held your
TO-MORRhome thoroughly clean and
the
increased materially in value in the grandmother in a room once and ' made
wholesome at all times, plumbpast few years. The deal was put her sign away everything?"
Sanno
statement."
such
of
made
the
ward
"I
ing fixtures affording absolute
hy J. B. Hay
MARKET through
Paul was excused and Baker was
ta Fe Realty and' Abstract Company
and perfect sanitation are a
of this city.
asked what Beattie said in the ma
necessity.
prime
Asked to Name Members Mayor chine.
92...Phone....92
plumbing fixtures
Mother-in-La$tMfar
or
Grandmother
and our expert mechanics will
"Paul said," replied Baker, "that he
intended to tell everything he knew
make your bathroom attractive
about the case because his Uncle Henand inviting.
or
ry had made his mother-in-laPlums, Apples, Crab Apples and . Pears now-CULet us give you an estimate.
grandmother, I don't know which, sign
some papers."
FOR SALE BY
FLOWERS ALL THE TIME.
It was the second time that the defense had used a witness to impeach
Co. Ql
&
At the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS ; I . Phone 12
the veracity of Paul Beattie.
Baker, a minute later in ctoss exdenied that he had men- amination,
"7"
--

be-;t- a

up-to-d- ate

num-bero-

Come in nnd talk watch with us. It will
not obligate buying and it may profit you
!! explain what constitutes
We
much.
A pood tijue-pic-

"It's Time

38

188.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

School Janitor

AUGUST 30, 1911.

in Charleston are fast becoming nor- from tioned "mother-in-law.- "
Callvman
rooivD1 a letter
wvvv.I
OCllglUnU hqa
.
, J
117 Tt T
aaM
.
coni-j
n, numauu, vunrr;
the cnairman oi tne executive
for
on tne witness stand today that he saw j Thousands of men are clearing
mittee of the national committee
the celebration of the one hundredth a bearded mar with a shot gun on the away the debris left by the hurricane
TTntrltahi
TI u w
i.
nf Tlnnna Amnmor
of Sunday night The damage done
&
.(il if r n uu ii luciuixj me
muruer. n
AumvciDaij ui jrce
which
of
Uvea
near tne BOene of the here will total more than a million
iand
Speaking Peoples,
Andrew Carnegie is chairman; Theo tragedy.
dollars. Fifteen persons are known
to have perished and It is feared that
flora Roosevelt
honorary cnairman.
and Elihu Root, Levi P. Morton, Adlai, FLYNG SQUADRON SCOURS
reports from exposed islands will
Stevenson, William Jennings aryATLANTIC COAST LINE, swell the death list and the property
.
loss.
an, Alton B. Parker and Joseph H. j
cnoate, nonorary
"At the navy yard the damages reVm
Sma M
M
.
ing to name z. ciuzens
ported are in excess of $20,000.
ship in the national committee. Those
ricane. Monday.
PROPOSALS.
wuu wiu lu J- "(By Special Leased Wire to New Mextcan,Sealed proposals will be received
j
mayor.
, :
Washington, D .C, Aug. 30. A fy- until
September 10, 1911,. for the conWANTED to rent, hy small family, lng gqua(ron of five revenue cutters
struction of a club house for the Sanat. once or any time up to October is today Bearching the Atlantic coast
ta Fe Lodge No. 460 B. P. O E. Elks.
j from.
first, a modern five or
Key wSt to New York for ships Plans can be seen at the office of I.
Address wnicn may nave t,een caught in the
house with improvements.
H. & W. M. Rapp Co., Architects, SanS M. C, in care of New Mexican of-- hurricane on Monday. Commandant ta
Fe, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado.
there
fice.
jBertholf said he was convinced
Each bid to be accompanied by a cerwere small sailing ships helpless at tified check of 5 per cent of the
j Eea ana unable to communicate their
PROSECUTION RESTS IN .
amount of proposal. The building
BEATTIc MUttUtn
ii8tre
committee reserve the right to reject
any and all bids. A surety bond of
Continued from Page One.
CONDITIONS IN CHARLESTON
50 per cent will be required from the
ARE ALMOST NORMAL, successful bidder.
called as the first witness for the deC. A. BISHOP,
fense.
Thousands of Men Are Clearing Away
Chairman Bldg. Com.
Debris of Storm, and Damage
He admitted he had conversation
'
NOTICE.
Exceeds $1,000,000.
with 6. W. Booth concerning the murWith
30.
Will not be responsible for any
his
preCharleston, .S. C, Aug.
der and when confronted with
vious statement that he had not con- street cars running, electric power bills incurred by anyone unless acversed with Mr. Booth, he stated that available for commercial purposes and companied with an order signed by
C. J. BACON.
he knew the man by sight, hut not by telephone service resumed, conditions myself.
i

of

38

Beavers Meeting The Beavers will
meet at their rooms Friday night.
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,

Phone No. 4.

w..

shot

38

38'

Paper.

We Buy the Best K. C. Meats.

F. Andrews

Goebels for

Remember

Inspects all the BEEF, ,VEAL AND PORK we sell.

Phone No. 4.

38.38 38 3PvJ8383838

WEDNESDAY,

S.

a Waltham."

We wi!l show yon the exquisitely thin mode! Walthams o
tiie Colonial
Series
and will
name the Valtham movement
best suiLed to your rcquire- -

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

WIS

B1CUIS.

j

The Modern Home

i

Just receiveda large lot
of Secondhand Goods
Also

Carpets

and

Rugs

That will go at a lowiprices. Call
and get prices.

Fine Young Veal

;

safe-gua-

HOME-DRESSE-

1

OW

i

MWm
o

T

HOUSE FOR RENT

Santa Fe Hardware

DAVID LOWITZKI

o

'Supply

nS

oJG

oJIvuj
Qux New Addition foe tiie Big "Department Stoxe
11

4 DRESSMAECMG
You might have efficient salesmen, a good
store location and a pleasing personality, but IF you don't give your customers' a sign
of improvement as good as your neighbors you simply can't do THE business. Now, it is
to be " as good as" any competitor, but in these days of 191 1 a man's got to be better or

NO

MERCHANT ever succeeded by accident.

easy
be beaten, and success crowns only that which

lis

best.

MRS. CLEO VERNE; from Oklahoma City has come to our city to open a First-Cla- ss
Dressmaking Shop in the Balcony, second story, of the BIG DEPART!
MENT STORE. Mrs. Cleo Verne conies to 5anta Fe with a high recommendation, has been in the Dressmaking Business for over ten years, has worked for
large establishments, does " elassy " work, all her Fashions are gathered by correspondent designs from Paris and style centers. She
will guarantee perfect fit--- if not, the loss will be tier's. To be successful you must be well dressed that is the decision of public opin-io- n,
with Mrs. Cleo Verne. To com
against whose rulings there is no appeal. You can't go wrong if you leave your measure to-d-

LADIES, LISTEN

ay

plete her department she wishes to inform the ladies that in altering
. . . . . . .
work will be a specialty. . .
Skirts and Suits, first-class

...

COME TO SEE HER

